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General Introduction

1

Research Context and motivation

The notion of Cyber-Physical System (CPS) was originally derived from an engineering perspective with the support of the US National Science Foundation (NSF) [124, 94]. The objective
of a CPS was mainly controlling and monitoring physical environments and phenomena via the
integration of sensing, computing, and actuating devices. In parallel the notion of Internet of
Things (IoT) which originates in the late 1990’s1 took off with the support of the European
Commission, as a paradigm in the Computer Science perspective [92]. The emergence of IoT
played an indispensable role for the orchestration of the physical and cyber systems with the
goal of connecting tools and electronic equipment to the Internet and developing a network of
computers and objects. Despite their initial philosophical difference, IoT and CPS share many
similarities hence they have been used sometimes interchangeably without a clearly defined demarcation [112]. There is however a fundamental difference that should be highlighted: the fact
that a CPS refers to a particular type of systems explicitly, while IoT refers at the same time to
the concept, the system formed by all the connected devices and a particular system of interconnected objects. As a system, a CPS typically collects and controls information about phenomena
from the physical world through networks of interconnected devices, in order to achieve its objective [126]. In the development of both paradigms, humans were originally assumed as external
entities interacting with these systems.
Over the years, the increasing popularity of smart devices and their significant role in the
daily life of their users has led CPS based systems to consider humans as a multifaceted sources
of information (i.e. human sensors)[253, 229]. Subsequent research studies have then started to
incorporate humans in CPS research. This trend in particular, has uncovered the importance
of humans’ centrality for the development of CPS which was then recognised by the Humanin-the-Loop (HitL) CPS paradigm [177, 224, 161], where humans are intrinsic actors of the
system. Following this, different researchers advocated the addition of a social component as a
logical proposition to formally integrate human aspects in the domain of CPS. Over the past
decade, different researchers used different terminologies to refer to the integration of the human
aspect in to CPS projecting different conceptualisations in various domains. Furthermore, the
need to understand the impact of CPS on humans and vice versa gradually paved a way for
the foundation of a new paradigm: Cyber-Physical-Social System(CPSS)[246, 81]. Although
the notion of CPSS has been adopted by many researchers, there is no unified definition and
common understanding of the concept. Furthermore, the exact meaning and scope of the social
part differs among current works and application domains.
Particularly the rational behind the paradigm shift from CPS to CPSS can be seen as a
means to make interactions with CPS devices more anthropomorphic through the addition of
a social component. Hence, the "Social" part carries a broader meaning relating to complex
emotional, cognitive and behavioural aspects. These are deemed as the three layers of human
interaction responses [174, 175, 189, 83]. Although our focus is on human-CPS interaction, it
is worth noting that CPS interactions can also be with non-human entities. For instance CPS
for animal care [185], CPS for crop cultivation and gardening[227], etc. Generally, capturing the
full spectrum of the social aspect in CPSS essentially means to amend the design of machines
inspired by social traits which allows CPS to detect, reason and adapt to the various needs of
the interacting entities.
Nevertheless, today the commonly adopted conceptualisations of CPSS fail to capture such
1
The earliest quote about Internet of Things is a presentation from Kevin Ashton, 1999, MIT Auto ID Center,
reported in Forbes in 2002 (see https://www.forbes.com/global/2002/0318/092.html/?sh=6d0c6c4b3462)
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characteristics of the social dimension. In literature the social part is merely associated with the
presence of human at the vicinity of CPS. For instance, in the work of Ganti et al. [81] the social
part only encapsulates the fact that humans were considered as sources of information. On the
other hand the prominent works in [212, 37, 152] characterised the social aspect by the activities of
users linked on social networks using CPS. It is also evident that the evolution towards a more and
more pervasiveness of technology is gradually increasing the complexity of CPSS environments
[281, 53]. In a CPSS people interact with each other as well as with different kinds of devices
and robots that offer a variety of services. Especially since the ultimate goal of the CPSS
paradigm in such a context is to bring humans at the centre of the interaction, system designs
should carefully address various aspects of social dynamics including emotional, cognitive and
behavioural[266, 268, 270]. Nevertheless, ensuring a seamless interaction in such a context is not
a trivial task. Particularly because it is often a subjective experience which is largely influenced
by individual preferences, interests, needs and capabilities varying from one person to another
[104, 178]. This plays a crucial role in determining users’ quality of experience [171, 233, 104, 178].
Additionally the actions and behaviours of people within a CPSS are also the reflections of
their unique personalities which are shaped over time through personal experiences, knowledge
and different environmental factors which are not yet fully understood [117, 105, 171, 166].
Therefore, recognising personal preferences, interests as well as limitations and opportunities
such as disability, knowledge and skills of individuals becomes one of the necessities to ensure
a seamless experience within a CPSS. This positions the notion of personalisation at the heart
of the CPSS paradigm, if we consider that interactions, especially between CPS and human
entities, should be adapted to each human individual and thus personalised. In the framework
of this thesis we argue and eventually demonstrate that the introduction of personalisation in
CPSS opens opportunities to better integrate the less recognised social aspects and enhance the
experience of users.
Personalisation by itself is a relatively older research field dating back to the late 1990s. The
notion of personalisation, which is broadly known as customisation, refers to tailoring a service
or a product in a way that fits to specific individuals’ preferences, cognition, needs or capabilities
under a given context [116]. Over the years technological advances in web applications, online
marketing and a tight link between humans and smart devices has revolutionised the need for
personalised services. Virtual assistants on devices such as Alexa, Siri and Cortana, Chatbots, online recommendations for e-commerce and entertainment are among the popular areas
where virtual personalisation has gained momentum. Unlike the case of virtual personalisation,
in a CPSS context people evolve in a physical space together with other people and smart
devices, each having their own objective. This adds more properties and dynamic variables to be
considered [270]. The physical space by itself has a given purpose, calling for expected specific
behaviours of the people inside. However, people are not always tolerant to following rules if
they are not aligned to their preferences. Hence, the complexity of human behaviour together
with the multiple objectives of the co-existing entities and environmental factors make the task
of personalisation in CPSS rather complex. We also observed that there are still no reliable
approaches to harmoniously model the full complexity of the social part together with cyber and
physical [274, 275]. Therefore, in order to benefit CPSS through personalisation and in terms of
realising social aspects there is a need for efficient approaches tackling the full complexity of the
problem.
In this context the thesis firstly aims at providing an up-to-date picture of the state-of-theart perspectives of CPSS. To answer the questions on how a CPSS is defined? How the Social
dimension (i.e. human aspect) is conceptualised in current CPSS research? What are the application areas of CPSS? What are the main issues and challenges in the current CPSS research?
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(mainly due to the active involvement of humans). The thesis first addresses these questions positioning its scientific basis on information and principles derived from a Systematic Literature
Review(SLR). Subsequently the thesis seeks to formalise the concept of Cyber-Physical-Social
System based on the findings of the SLR. This is primarily aimed at establishing a generic and
domain independent understanding of CPSS. Secondly the formalisation aims to reflect a more
complete characterisation of social aspects in the design of CPSS.
Relying on the established basis through the formalisation of CPSS the thesis then pursues
personalisation as one feasible direction to realise social aspects in the design and implementation
of CPSS environments. Consequently it proposes an approach for personalisation in CPSS that
jointly tackles the challenges of personalisation and complexities arising from CPSS environments.
The practicality of the proposed approach is illustrated on two independent case studies. The first
one showcases a personalised recommendation and guidance in the context of smart exhibition
areas where as the second showcases adaptation of collaborative robots (Cobots) in the context
of smart workshop setting. Inherently the personalisation task in CPSS context is of a multiobjective optimisation nature as it tries to achieve different goals in parallel and makes the
best possible compromise. Particularly, we hypothesise that the proposed approach
to introduce personalisation in CPSS opens new perspectives and contributes both
to the fields of CPSS, and Personalisation/User Modelling/ Recommender Systems
where applications to the physical world have gained momentum.

2

Research Questions and the contribution of this thesis

Taking into account the identified research challenges, the thesis defines the following key research questions:
RQ 1. How to formally present the notion of Cyber-Physical-Social System (CPSS)?
One of the first steps in our research is to investigate and to define the notion of CPSS
by exploring the state of the art perspective, its evolution from Cyber-Physical System (CPS)
and the different conceptualisations of the social aspect in literature. In order to present a fair
evaluation of the state of the art on CPSS we conducted a systematic literature review according
to the guidelines proposed by Kitchenham [120] following a rigorous and auditable methodology.
The analysis of the SLR reveals that there is a lack of common understanding regarding the
definition of CPSS. The conceptualisations of the social part linking it with the existing notion
of CPS are also diverse and they often reflect partial characterisations of social aspects. As a
result, system design methodologies are found to be inconsistent in different application areas.
Hence, we set out to formalise the notion of CPSS integrating a comprehensive characterisation of social aspects as a central unifying criterion. To achieve this goals the proposed
formalisation is designed constituting two main parts. The first one is a domain independent
formal definition of CPSS which reflects current conceptualisation as well as components that
can be utilised in the future with the development of the CPSS paradigm. The second part of the
formalisation is the proposal of a meta-model which illustrates the formal definition and can be
used as a basis to design CPSS environments with a more comprehensive representation of social
aspects. After establishing a common ground on CPSS, the thesis then tackles the problem of
personalisation in CPSS as one of the feasible approaches to realise social aspects and ensure a
better user experience in CPSS.
xiv

3. Structure of this manuscript
RQ 2. How to make human-CPS interaction more anthropomorphic in CPSS? Can
personalisation bring a first step towards this?
Ensuring a seamless human-machine interaction being the core of the CPSS paradigm, the
conceptual formalisation establishes a common ground for anthropomorphising machines. However, this can not be realised by simply attributing superficial human characteristics and hence,
it calls for progressive steps to characterise and implement relevant social cues in CPS. As discussed above such social aspects are often subjective and are influenced by individuals’ personal
experiences, knowledge, preferences and interests. Therefore, we hypothesised that introducing
the concept personalisation in such a context opens opportunities for the realisation of social
aspects in the CPSS paradigm.
Hence, to answer to the second research question we proposed a novel formalisation to the
task of personalisation in CPSS taking into account its specificities from an overall (systemic)
perspective, which is not the case of current approaches. This is done in such a way that it can
be adopted in different domains of CPSS to design and implement personalised services. We
then illustrate the usability of the formalisation in two selected case studies.

3

Structure of this manuscript

This thesis is organised in five chapters:
Chapter 1 presents a comprehensive literature survey to give an overview of the research
context and position the contribution of the thesis. It starts by exploring the state of the art
on Cyber-Physical-Social System through a systematic literature review. Following the analysis
of the SLR, identified limitations, open challenges and opportunities are discussed. The thesis
contribution is then proposed based on these findings.
Chapter 2 presents the main contributions of the thesis. Firstly, we propose a systemic formalisation of Cyber-Physical-Social System. We start by summarising the notion of CPSS and
establish a link with theory of system and System-of-Systems(SoS) principles. Then, we propose
a systemic definition of CPSS and a meta-model. Subsequently, we introduces the notion of
Personalisation in Cyber-Physical-Social System. We discuss the foreseen benefits of personalisation in CPSS as well as the challenges that arise with the mergence of the two fields. Then,
we propose a novel problem formulation to personalisation in CPSS that takes into account the
overall complexity from the established systemic point of view.
Chapter 3 presents two independent case studies on personalisation in CPSS to illustrate
the adaptability of the proposed approach across different domains.
Chapter 4 concludes by summarising the contributions of the thesis, outlining the remaining
open challenges and potential direction for future work.
Annex A presents a brief background on theory of systems, Annex B introduces Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA); a concept utilised in the implementation of the first case study,
Annex C presents a summary on types recommender systems, Annex D presents a supporting introduction on Multi-objective optimisation for the case studies, Annex E presents results
xv
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on explainability of recmmendations using our painting LDA model from the first case study
conducted as a side work. Annex F provides a supplementary background on Reinforcement
learning, Q-learning and Deep Q-learning utilised for the implementation of the second case study.
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Chapter 1

Literature Survey
1.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we begin with a detailed overview of Cyber-Physical-Social System (CPSS)
through a Systematic Literature Review (SLR). The SLR explores the different definitions of
CPSS, its application areas and how the social aspect is conceptualised in literature. This will
lead us to discuss the open challenges and opportunities in the CPSS paradigm, particularly in
terms of integrating the social aspect with the existing notion of Cyber-Physical System (CPS).
Following this, we justify the need for a systemic formalisation of the CPSS paradigm as a central
unifying criterion. Subsequently, we discuss the role of personality as one of the social dimensions
and its enormous impact on the interaction experience of users in a CPSS. Hence, we position
the contribution of the thesis based on these findings.

1.2

Cyber-Physical-Social System (CPSS): State of the art

As explained in the general introduction Cyber-Physical-Social System (CPSS) is an emerging
research topic resulting from the addition of a Social dimension to the existing Cyber-Physical
System (CPS) research[81]. This paradigm shift from CPS to CPSS was mainly attributed to
the increasing use of sensor enabled smart devices and their tight link with users. The concept
of CPSS has been around for over a decade now and it has gained an increasing attention over
the past few years. Nevertheless, its conceptualisation has always been use-case dependent and
there is no generic view as most works often focus on specific domains of application. We also
understand from literature reviews such as [275, 94, 177] that the common understanding shared
among the majority of researchers is that CPSS corresponds to the so called smart environments
that are cohabited by humans and smart devices. However, looking at the definitions in literature, the emphasis given and the meaning associated to the social aspects are often diverse.
Furthermore, researchers have also been using different terminologies to refer to the integration
of social aspects (i.e. humans) with CPS projecting different conceptualisations.
For instance in [225, 222, 125, 192, 219, 262, 205, 280, 237, 97] the term Cyber-PhysicalHuman systems (CPHS) was used, being defined as “a system of interconnected systems (computers, cyber-physical devices, and people) "talking” to each other across space and time, and
allowing other systems, devices, and data streams to connect and disconnect.” Alternatively
Human-cyber-physical system(HCPS) was also used in some works perceiving human elements
as physical entities interconnected with CPS, being controlled and coordinated (rather passively)
by cyber systems in the whole system [141]. In [292] the concept of Cyber-Physical-Social1
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Thinking hyperspace (CPST) was introduced for geological information service system. These
works define CPSS as “a system deployed with emphasis on humans, knowledge, society, and culture, in addition to Cyber space and Physical space. Hence, it can connect nature, cyber-space,
and society with certain rules.” where as CPST is established through the mergence of a new
dimension of thinking space into the CPS space. The thinking space is a high-level thought or
idea raised during the intellectual activities of people. These works visualize the intellect of humans separately from the Social aspect of CPSS as Thinking space. On the other hand the term
Social-Cyber-Physical-Systems (SCPS) was also used in [115, 265, 80, 103] defined as “ a complex
socio-technical systems, in which human and technical aspects (CPS) are massively intertwined.”
as defined by [103]. According to this definition the awareness of SCPS extends to the intangibles
of social context, which includes social culture and norms, personal beliefs and attitudes, and
informal institutions of social interactions. The term Cyber-Physical Human-Machine system
was also used in [45].
Nowadays the acronym CPSS is being widely used in various application areas. Smart Cities,
Smart Homes, Schools, Offices, Museums, and medium to large scale industries are among the
main sectors, where applications of the CPSS notion has gained momentum [271, 273, 276, 107,
287, 250, 211, 187, 266, 188, 284, 294, 140, 50, 257, 134, 72, 252, 98, 40, 53, 15]. Despite the
advances made to integrate human aspects in CPS, we observed that the development of CPSS
research is still in its infancy. In this section we provide a detailed overview on what a CPSS is
and how it has evolved through a systematic literature review, and we reflect on the perspectives.

1.2.1

Systematic literature review

The study formed by the systematic literature review, conducted according to Kitchenham’s
guidelines [120], explores the broad spectrum of CPSS from its evolution to state-of-the-art perspectives. In particular the SLR tries to answer the following research questions:
• How is a CPSS defined?
• How is the Social dimension (i.e. human aspect) conceptualised in current CPSS research?
• What are the application areas of CPSS?
• What are the main issues and challenges in the current CPSS research? (mainly due to
the active involvement of humans).
• What can be made to address these challenges?
1.2.1.1

Paper Selection Procedure

Here, we present the details of our paper selection procedures: database selection, keyword and
search strings definition, and paper filtering steps.
1.2.1.1.1 Database Selection In order to cover all relevant studies that could potentially
answer the above mentioned key research questions we searched for papers by querying the
following digital libraries: ACM, Scopus, IEEE_Xplore, Taylor & Francis Online, Wiley and
Springer. We selected six databases taking into account that a minimum of four is deemed
sufficient to perform a robust literature search [121]. It is worth mentioning that among the six
queried databases Scopus is known to be an extensive abstract and citation database that gathers
2
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papers from several peer-reviewed journals. The papers retrieved from this database come from
diverse publishers such as Elsevier, Springer, Taylor & Francis Online, and IEEE. It is expected
that this will provide more robustness to the search. Normally, duplicated papers are expected
to appear from this search and they are removed. Each database has its own syntax to write
queries. Hence, the search strings described in Section 1.2.1.1.2 are slightly modified for each
database to obtain the expected output.
1.2.1.1.2 Keywords and search strings definition The keywords used in this study were
defined based on an iterative process, which is described as follows. First we queried the digital
libraries with the search string Cyber Physical Social System denoted by S1 . A total of 431
papers were retrieved. From these papers, we extract the most used keywords (i.e. repeated
more than five times) and the most repeated terms (i.e. repeated more than fifteen times) in
their titles and abstract. This was done by downloading paper’s metadata (i.e. title, year of
publication, authors, abstract and keywords). Next, we perform a data mining on the extracted
metadata in order to identify the relevant keywords using VOSviewer software [240]. VOSviewer
is used to construct and visualise co-occurrence networks of important terms extracted from the
metadata. Additionally a manual analysis of the metadata was carried out in order to identify
relevant keywords. Combining the two we identified twelve additional keywords and redefined
the search string S1 to S2 .
• S1 : {Cyber Physical Social System}
• S2 : {Cyber Physical Social system}, {Human Cyber Physical System}, {Socio Cyber Physical System}, {Social IoT }, {Cyber physical Human System}, {Social Cyber Physical System}, {Human in the Loop CPS }, {Cyber Physical Social Thinking}, {Cognitive IOT },
{Human Centered IoT }, {Human Centered CPS }, {Human in the Mesh}.
Querying the databases with S2 we retrieved a total of 705 papers. Table 1.1 summarises the
total number of papers obtained from each database per search string.
Publisher Databases

Search string S1

Search string S2

ACM
Scopus
IEEE_Xplore
Taylor & Francis
SpringerLink
Wiley

9
248
67
4
99
4

114
260
189
4
101
37

Total

431

705

Table 1.1: Number of papers retrieved from each database, per search string.

1.2.1.1.3 Papers Filtering After retrieving 705 papers from the the database search, we
included 34 additional papers using the "snowball sampling” technique [261]. In the "snowball
sampling” we considered the referrals of CPSS approaches made by experts, as well as the most
3
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cited papers in the existing surveys and reviews. We did not restrict our search with publication
year and citation impact in order not to miss out those papers with relevant definitions but not
cited enough as they were published recently or due to the narrow domain of interest of the
papers. Therefore we considered all papers offering definitions of CPSS regardless of publication
time and citation impact. A total of 739 publications were identified at the end of this sampling
phase. Subsequently the selection of papers to be analysed and included in the study was done in
a two step filtering mechanism. In the first filtering step represented by F1 the metadata of each
paper was screened through a set of inclusion and exclusion criteria. The second filtering step
involves reading the full text of the remaining papers. To select which papers are to be considered
in this study an additional set of inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied represented by
F2 which is based on analysing the full text of the papers.. The two step filtering mechanism is
described in table 1.2, and the overall paper selection process is depicted in Figure 1.1 through
a Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) diagram [179].
Filter

Inclusion Criteria

Exclusion Criteria

F1

Papers written in English
Paper with full text access
Primary studies

Papers not written in English
Paper without full text access
Literature reviews

Papers establishing a link between
CPS/IoT and social dimensions/ human aspects
Papers containing definitions

Papers without link between
CPS/IoT and social dimensions/ human aspects
Papers that are only about
CPS/IoT

F2

Papers with implicit definitions
Papers discussing open challenges in
CPSS
Papers proposing solutions for social
dynamics in CPSS

Table 1.2: Inclusion and exclusion criteria used to select the papers.
1.2.1.2

Descriptive Analysis of Papers

The initial search revealed 705 references from the digital libraries, and 34 papers based on the
snowball sampling. We then applied filtering on the total of 739 papers guided by a series of
inclusion and exclusion criteria as described in table 1.2. First we excluded those papers that are
not accessible , not written in English and papers that are reviews and surveys. Consequently the
number of considered papers dropped to 589. Moving forward, we analysed the rest of the papers,
considering their title, abstract and keywords. Thus, the number of considered papers dropped
to 427. Moreover, after reading and analysing the full text of the remaining papers according
to inclusion and exclusion criteria, we selected 122 of them. Once the papers are selected, we
classify them by the type of publication (e.g. journal article, conference proceedings, etc.), year
of publication and country. Table 1.4 shows the details of the selection process.
The analysis shows that the selected publications are composed of journal articles amounting
to 53% and conference proceedings amounting to 42%. The remaining 5% were identified as
4
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the Paper selection Procedure.

Phase

Total

Total number of paper from digital libraries
N° of papers after snowballing sampling
N° of papers after exclusion based on the paper access, language and type of research
N° of papers after exclusion based on title, abstract and keywords

705
739
589
427

N° of papers after exclusion based on full text = N° of included papers

122

Table 1.4: The details of paper selection process.
technical reports. Figure 1.2 summarises the type of publications selected in this study.

Figure 1.2: The type of publications selected in this study.
The overall sample considered in this study constitutes papers published up to May 2020.
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The time distribution of the papers published is shown in Figure 1.3. A small fluctuation can
be seen between the years 2007 and 2014 in the number of papers. In 2015 a steady growth
appeared followed by a sharp increase in 2016 with gradual changes in 2017 and 2018. In the
year 2020, the rate of publication only within the first few moths has almost doubled the previous
year. This evolution rationalises the the increasing attention the CPSS research gained over the
years.

Figure 1.3: Number of papers published per year.

Figure 1.4: Number of papers published per Country.
Our analysis also revealed the development of CPSS research across nations worldwide. As it can
6
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be seen on Figure 1.4, China, USA and Italy are the leading contributors followed by Canada,
Germany and France in terms of the number of publications produced until May 2020. Figure 1.5
illustrates the development of CPSS research worldwide according to the number of publication
produced by countries.
Furthermore, in Figure 1.6 we visualise the co-authorship network

Figure 1.5: The development of CPSS research worldwide.

Figure 1.6: Co-authorship network of the top 20 authors.
of the top 20 authors using VOSviewer software [240]. In addition to the above descriptive
analysis, the co-authorship network provides further evidence that CPSS is not a niche topic of
7
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Figure 1.7: Application areas of CPSS.
small community rather an emerging area of interest among may researchers from more than 30
countries across 5 continents.
Since the goal of this SLR is also to identify the application areas of CPSS we did not restrict
the search to specific domains. Consequently, the analysis revealed thatr the selected papers
referring to CPSS, address different issues in various application domains. In Figure 1.7 we
summarised a list of application areas where the concept of CPSS has been adopted according
to the selected papers for these study.

1.2.2

State of the art perspectives of CPSS

In the following we present the state-of-the-art perspectives on CPSS by first exploring alternative
terminologies used by different researchers and their corresponding definitions followed by a
discussion on the CPSS paradigm with an exclusive analysis on works that used the CPSS
acronym.
1.2.2.1

Alternative Terminologies

While studying the selected papers we observed that a number of alternative terminologies to
CPSS has been used by different researchers. Thus, we identified eleven terminologies for which
a seemingly coherent definitions could be extracted. A summary of the terminologies and their
extracted definitions is presented in Table 1.6. Figure 1.8 illustrates the distribution of identified
8
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terminologies over the sample references used in this study.

Term

Definition

Reference

CPHS/
HCPS

Cyber-Physical-Human System (CPHS) or Human-Cyber-Physical
System(HCPS) is a system of interconnected systems (i.e. computers, devices and people) that interact in real-time working together
to achieve the goals of the system –which ultimately are the humans’
goals.

[141,
225,
222, 125, 219,
205, 280, 210,
182, 123, 73,
289, 290]

HiLCPS Human-in-the-Loop Cyber-Physical System ((HiL)CPS) is a system
consisting of a loop that involves humans, an embedded system (cyber component), and the physical environment where the embedded
system augments a human interaction with the physical world making humans’ intents, psychological states, emotions, and actions an
intrinsic part of any computational system. Thus, establishing a
feedback control loop. In (HiL)CPS there are three types of feedback control, (i) applications where humans directly control the system, (ii) applications where the system passively monitors humans
and takes appropriate actions, and (iii) a hybrid of (i) and (ii).

[161, 206, 61,
75, 122, 256,
226, 114, 176,
22, 46]

SIoT

Social Internet of Things (SIoT) is a kind of Social network where
every node is an object capable of establishing social relationships
with other things in an autonomous way according to rules set by
the owner. SIoT is created by integrating social networking (SN)
principles into the native IoT model.

[52, 154, 193,
21, 86, 218,
127]

SCPS

Social Cyber-Physical System (SCPS) is Cyber-physical system
(CPS) that strongly interacts with the human domain and the embedding environment, working according to the expectations of humans, communities and society, under the constraints and conditions imposed by the embedding environment.

[103,
268,
115, 288, 169,
80]

CPST

Cyber-Physical-Social Thinking (CPST) is a concept emerged
through the fusion of CPS and IoT on the basis of cloud computing
technology, as a broader vision of the IoT. Precisely CPST is a hyperspace established by merging a new dimension of thinking space
with the CPS.

[293,
292]

HCPPS

Human Cyber-Physical Production System (HCPPS) is a generic
architecture with the control loop, adaptive automation control
systems, and human-machine interaction to support humans, machines, and software to interface in the virtual and physical worlds
so as to create a human-centric production system.

[295, 199]

172,

continues on next page
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CIoT

Cognitive Internet of Things (CIoT) is a paradigm aimed at improving performance and to achieve intelligence of IoT through cooperative mechanisms with Cognitive Computing technologies that try
to mimic human-like Cognitive capabilities, such as Understanding,
reasoning and Learning.

[69, 282]

HitM

Human in the Mesh (HitM) refers to human activities in CyberPhysical production system in which the worker is participating to
the process of production planning and its loop of control, and it is
usually enacted by the role of the Manager.

[72]

CPHMS Cyber-Physical Human–Machine Systems (CPHMS) is a CPS that
includes problems of cognition (planning and decision making), navigation, action, human-robot interaction (perception, environment
sensing, and interfacing with the end-user), and architecture development and middleware.

[192]

PCSC

Physical-Cyber-Social Computing is a paradigm that encompasses
a holistic treatment of data, information, and knowledge from the
Physical, Cyber and Social worlds to integrate, correlate, interpret,
and provide contextually relevant abstractions to humans.

[212]

SmartCPS

is a CPS that combines various data sources (both from physical objects and virtual components), and applying intelligence techniques
to efficiently manage real-world processes.

[59]

Table 1.6: Alternative terminologies to CPSS and their corresponding definitions.
Although there is a fundamental variation in nomenclature and design among these systems,
many commonalities can be observed. For instance in terms of their components, all contain
Human, Computers and Smart devices as component systems. Furthermore, they all share a
similar global objective, which is common to works adopting the CPSS acronym: despite relying
on different techniques all systems aim to ensure a better human-machine synergy across various
application areas.
In the following, we present our analysis from exploration of the rest of the works adopting
the CPSS acronym. In particular, we present the core definitions given for CPSS, we then
discuss the CPSS paradigm and take a closer look at how the social dimension (human aspect)
is conceptualised in literature.
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Figure 1.8: Distribution of terminologies over sample papers
1.2.2.2

Definitions of CPSS

Our analysis revealed that the ways of defining CPSS is also different from one research work
to another. Particularly, we identified five major categories of definitions that can summarise
the understanding of the CPSS notion in literature presented in Table 1.7. The definitions are
categorised under the following themes inspired by the emphasis given by majority of the works:
Command and Control, Social Sensing, Self-organisation, Big Data and Networking).

Theme

Definition

Reference

Command &
Control

CPSS is a system consisting of a computer system, a controlled object and interacting social components (e.g., humans). This allows the control of physical object using
computation and social data to ultimately achieve moral
goals and online cloud management of social processes.

[81, 49, 84, 194,
162, 216, 287,
98, 166, 82, 263,
140, 223, 129,
251, 28, 142]

Social Sensing

CPSS is a system consisting of not only cyberspace and
physical space, but also human knowledge, mental capabilities, and socio-cultural elements. Information from cyberspace interacts with physical and mental spaces in the
real world, as well as the artificial space mapping different
facets of the real world.

[267, 106, 273,
272, 291, 62,
144, 16, 248]
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Selforganisation

CPSS is a system comprising three intertwining subsystems (i) The human-based system which refers to the social
system containing human actors and their interconnected
devices/agents and/or social platforms providing humanbased services, (ii) The software-based system that refers
to the cyber world providing software-based services including the underlying infrastructures and platforms, either on-premise or in the Cloud and (iii) The thing-based
systems referring to the physical world that includes sensors, actuators, gateways and the underlying infrastructures. CPSS tightly integrate physical, cyber, and social
worlds to provide proactive and personalized services for
humans.

[221, 95, 220,
278, 155, 36,
253, 228, 35, 50,
107, 254, 281,
271, 257, 78,
266, 139, 239]

Big Data

CPSS is an extension of CPS/IoT formed by introducing
human’s social behaviour fostering a synergetic interaction between computing and human experience. Thus, integrating Big Data Collectors (BDCs), Service Organizers
(SOs) and users to build a unified data-centric computing
framework.

[264, 1, 48, 40,
47, 247, 32, 51,
281, 134, 108,
252, 211, 294,
188, 187, 250,
249, 113, 284,
132, 74, 255]

Networking

CPSS is a paradigm originates from the technology development of the cyber-physical systems (CPS) and cybersocial systems (CSS) to enable smart interaction between
cyber, physical and social spaces, where CPS includes
communicators, multimedia entertainment and business
processing devices, etc. and CSS refers to social networks
such as Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, etc.

[212, 85, 37, 152,
133, 217]

Table 1.7: Definition categories of the CPSS acronym in literature.
Despite the alternative terminologies used and their different conceptualisations discussed in
Section 1.2.2.1 a common understanding of CPSS shared among all works can be summarised
by the following definition.
A CPSS is an environment cohabited by humans and smart devices that are involved in a
virtual and physical interaction.
Inherently, CPSS is tightly linked to the presence of humans at the vicinity of CPS devices.
The next section takes a closer look at how human aspects, i.e., the social dimension, has been
conceptualised in the CPSS literature.
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1.2.2.3

The role of human in CPSS

Exploring the state-of-the-art we discovered that there are two main schools of thoughts regarding the role of human in CPSS, and research works systematically adopt one of the two views
detailed below:
1. Human as a sensor :
This is relatively the earliest view in the evolution from CPS to CPSS which originates
with the increasing use of sensor-enabled smart devices by humans. In this view the social
aspect was brought by considering humans as sources of information for Cyber-Physical
systems (i.e. sensors). This conceptualisation primarily focuses on fusing various information originating from the social space (humans and their observations) with cyber-systems
and physical-systems in order to accommodate various application needs[81, 49, 84, 194,
162, 216, 287, 98, 166, 82, 263, 140, 223, 129, 251, 28, 267, 37, 133, 217].
2. Human as a system component:
On the other hand most of the recent works tend to conceptualise the social aspect of CPSS
not only by considering human as a source of information (i.e. a sensor) but also as cocreators being an integral part of the system. It is also known as the human-centric way of
conceptualizing CPSS [212]. This approach considers humans as members of the CPSS, involving observations, experiences, background knowledge, society, culture and perceptions
(i.e human intelligence and social organizations (e.g. Communities)) in order to co-create
products and services together with the CPS. Here humans play the role of resources in
that they provide information, knowledge, services, etc., which at the same time they consume, thus becoming users of the CPSS [142, 255, 273, 291, 62, 144, 16, 248, 221, 95,
220, 278, 155, 36, 253, 228, 35, 50, 107, 254, 281, 271, 257, 78, 266, 139, 239, 212, 152, 264,
48, 40, 106, 47, 247, 32, 51, 281, 134, 108, 252, 211, 294, 188, 187, 250, 249, 113, 284, 132, 74].
Adapting the second view in recent years, a considerable advance has been made in CPSS
research. Particularly, research works had successful results in designing smart environments
and objects/machines to perform complicated tasks. These results are becoming more and more
evident in various fields. According to [29], putting humans and machines to work closely by
promoting collaboration, learning and supervision can potentially deliver better outcomes than
isolated operations. The pursuit of smartness in machines has allowed achieving high quality in
task execution, in some cases even surpassing a human potential. However, achieving high quality
in task execution by machines is not enough to ensure a seamless human-machine interaction as
it fundamentally lacks social aspects[273, 82, 263, 140]. This is because social aspects captures
not only task related engagements of a human but also behavioural, emotional and cognitive
characteristics which are deemed as the three layers of human response in any kind of interaction
[174].
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1.3
1.3.1

Conceptualising the Social aspect in CPSS
Social interaction and CPSS

In Social science, Turner [238] defined a Social interaction as follows:
• Social interaction: "is a situation where the behaviours of one actor are consciously
reorganised by, and influence the behaviours of, another actor, and vice versa."
This can be extended to the process whereby there is a mutual influence between behaviours
of multiple individuals. There are also other close interpretations all driven from most influential
works of Goffman [87] and Weber [260]. Most commonly recognised types of social interactions
are: Exchange, Competition, Collaboration and Conflict. Overall, what qualifies an interaction
as social is complex, but is inherently associated to specific characteristics of humans: consciousness and understanding. According to Weber’s social action theory, [260], a social interaction
implies taking the actions of the other into account, which in turn means having a sympathetic
understanding. Here, the adjective sympathetic resonates more of human behaviour in an interaction context because it relates to sentiments, compassion, and empathy.
Considering an interaction among humans, one can understand or at least interpret the other
person’s emotional, cognitive and behavioural responses because they are equipped with similar
sets of sensors and information processing units. Today, CPS start only to have those capacities, especially driven by the work in social robotics, or emotion recognition. However they
are far from being equivalents to human ones, and allow only weakly Human-CPS interaction
at a social level. Hence, human-machine interaction in a truly collaborative manner demands
efficient means to understand and reason such dynamic responses of a human. Cognition and
understanding is a first prerequisite, which will allow the machine to adapt its behaviour to the
presence of humans (situation identification), and to individuals (personalisation). Then, having
sentiments, compassion or empathy (i.e. emotional responses) leads us to another level in the
evolution of machines, which is related to anthropomorphism, a research topic in social robotics
and Human Computer Interaction (HCI) [68].
• Anthropomorphism: comes from the Greek words anthropos for man, and morphe,
form/structure and it as characterised as the tendency to attribute human characteristics
to inanimate objects, animals and others with a view to helping us rationalise their actions
[68].
In the domain of HCI the concept of anthropomorphism has been argued by many researchers.
In its early ages only few scientists considered it worthy of investigation [38, 70, 231] while others
vouched for its removal from science [119, 213, 164]. This argument came from the assumption
that employing anthropomorphism compromise in the designs, leading to issues of unpredictability and vagueness. Furthermore, it may also invoke attitudinal and behavioural consequences.
Kennedy [119] even said "is a drag on the scientific study of the causal mechanisms“. In contrast, Caporael [38] proposed that “if we are therefore unable to remove anthropomorphism from
science, we should at least set traps for it“. Most of these early arguments in HCI overlooked the
fact that designing a human-centric machine effectively, requires recognising human-like traits,
at least a metaphorical attribution of human-like qualities to non-human entities.
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Although, safety, ethical issues and balance are valid reasons to question the concept, researchers like Caporael took a progressive stand point rather than being dismissive. Consequently, progressive works especially in the area of social robotics opened a new perspective
for anthropomorphism [68]. In this perspective anthropomorphism is more of a metaphor to
facilitate human-machine interaction rather than a constraint. This essentially requires a deeper
understanding of human and social facets in interactions.
From a broader perspective, in developments including artificial intelligence, HCI, cognitive
science and behavioural studies we find two school of thoughts regrading a human [183]. The
first school of thought views a human as a relatively stable and fully autonomous entity that can
be fully understood. Strong AI is a main proponent of this view which believes that duplicating
human intelligence in artificial systems is feasible and argue that a human brain as a kind of
biological machine that can be replicated and hence, understanding the computational process
of the brain reveals how people think and feel [76, 68]. In contrast the second school of thought
views a human as a complex entity with aspects that can only be progressively simulated by
machine. A main proponent of this view is Weak AI which believes artificial system could only
give the illusion of intelligence. A large body of current research in AI, machine consciousness
and social robotics also take the stance of this view which leaves open ended possibilities to
discover human dynamics and thus, anthropomorphise machines [68, 76].
In this regard the CPSS paradigm ultimately aims at empowering smart systems of today
with the tools necessary to have an anthropomorphic relationship with their users. However, the
complexity of the social aspects deeply ingrained in emotional, cognitive and behavioural facets
makes achieving this goal far from trivial. Furthermore, the uniqueness of users’ personality
shaped over time through personal experience, knowledge and several other factors is inextricably
entangled with these social facets; thus it delineates the actions and behaviours of people during
interaction. In the following we take a closer look at these three social facets (i.e. Emotion,
cognition and behaviour ), their relationships and influence on human interactions.

1.3.2

Emotion, Cognition and Behaviour

Cognition was defined as "the mental action or process of acquiring knowledge and understanding
through thought, experience, and the senses"2 . Cognitive neuroscience studies consider cognition
as the way a human perceives and conceptually structure the world, hence, it leads to emotions
and behaviours [195]. Although, there is no consensus on definitions of emotion Panksepp [186]
characterised it as “a psychological state brought on by neurophysiological changes, variously
associated with thoughts, feelings and a degree of pleasure or displeasure“. Emotion is indispensable part of human interaction and experience caused by a complex mixture of hormones and
the unconscious mind, signalling needs, preference and attitudes of humans that can affect and
regulate how humans perceive, judge and react [279].
The 19th -century psychologist, William James [110] questioned the ultimate relevance of
viewing the brain as an information processing system; a highly influential metaphor in cognitive
neuroscience during his time. In his work he highlighted emotions as psychological experiences
which have unique qualities. He summarised his view as “if we fancy some strong emotion, and
then try to abstract from our consciousness of it all the feelings of its bodily symptoms, we find
we have nothing left behind, no mind-stuff out of which the emotion can be constituted, and that
2

https://www.cambridgecognition.com/blog/entry/what-is-cognition
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a cold and neutral state of intellectual perception is all that remains” . This quotation of James
as later elaborated by Dolan [65] reflects three unique qualities of emotion. Primarily, emotions
are embodied and manifest in uniquely recognisable, and stereotyped, behavioural patterns of
facial expression, comportment, and autonomic arousal. Secondly, emotion is less susceptible
to the intent of a human compared to other psychological states since they are often triggered,
in the words of James, "in advance of, and often in direct opposition of our deliberate reason
concerning them", The third and most important is that emotions are less encapsulated. This
is evident in their global effects on virtually all aspects of human cognition. For example when
we are sad the world seems less bright and it becomes harder to concentrate. Hence, although
emotions are triggered by different situations they exert a powerful force on human experience.
We can also understand that cognition plays a central role in human experience as situations
that trigger emotion are processed and interpreted through cognition (thought) invoking a range
of feelings such as joy, sorrow, pleasure, pain, etc. which influence behaviour [65]. We summarise
the correlation of these social facets in Figure1.9 adapted from3 .

Figure 1.9: Correlations of social facets in a situation
According to Dolan [65] emotional, cognitive, and behavioural dimensions are in constant
interaction and are cyclical. They can be understood as both antecedents and consequences
of actions. In recent years, with the support of AI a considerable advance has been made in
cognitive neuroscience and affective computing to understand and detect these facets [20, 279].
However, little is known and much is yet to be discovered regarding the innate mechanisms that
intertwine them.
Furthermore, a coherent patterning and integration of these components leads to the formation of Personality [180]. In that personality represents the integration over time of feelings,
actions, thoughts and desires resulted from experiences making people distinctive from one another. Ortony [180] argued that a glimpse into this complexity can be seen by answering the
questions of why some people become angry, while others become frightened or depressed in
response to similar threats, and why some become elated while others seem unaffected when
given the same rewards. Figure 1.10 shows the cyclical relationship of these social facets and the
formation of personality overtime.
Hence, a deeper understanding of social facets and their influence on personality underpins
anthropomorphic paradigms in HCI and machine intelligence. This offers a path forward towards
3
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Figure 1.10: Personality and Social facets
to enhance human machine interactions. Although, the issues of safety, ethics and balance remain
vital, the questions like is there a notion of “optimal anthropomorphism”? What is the ideal
set of human features that could supplement and augment a social functionality? When does
anthropomorphism go too far? remain open Duffy [68].

1.3.3

Discussion

When considering human-to-human social interaction, it is apparent that the quality of the
interaction is subject to how well the individuals know each other. Indeed, if one knows the other
person’s preferences, behaviour, likes and dislikes it is more convenient to respond appropriately
in a social context. The same is true in human-machine interaction [273]. This is because
each person is unique and his/her actions and behaviours are guided by individual knowledge,
preferences, interests, culture and beliefs. Hence, in the context of CPSS the need to ensure
a true seamless interaction experience positions the concept of personalisation or adaptation
of the systems to users at the heart of the paradigm. As this is unexplored direction among
others, particularly from the CPSS perspective, it poses a number of opportunities to support
the integration of social aspects in CPSS. Personalisation is a well evolved field of research mostly
in virtual applications. There are also some recent works of personalisation in physical spaces
that can be framed as CPSS environments [13, 235, 173, 12, 58, 276]. For instance enhancing
user experience resorting game theory and optimisation methods[234], augmented reality [138],
inferring art preferences from gaze [41], path recommendation in museum [181, 236], etc. While
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most of these approaches focus on matching user preferences and interests, while considering
only a few contextual elements like location, time or activity [130, 34, 2]. However, from the
CPSS perspective contextual information that can affect the way users interact with systems
and the way a system responds to user’s behaviour are diverse and their joint impact can also
be distinctive. Furthermore, coexisting users/systems, their objectives and the environmental
factors bring new challenges for personalisation in CPSS.
Thus, making the long-standing problem of personalisation newly salient in the context of
CPSS. This calls for a novel approach to personalisation in CPSS that takes into account the
overall systemic complexities.
Ongoing efforts in the CPSS paradigm are ultimately aimed at ensuring a human-machine
synergy. Although this is the rationale behind many of the existing works and a seemingly
common understanding may have been reached, without a common definition of the concept and
underlining principles to guide the integration of social aspects, this ultimate goal will not be
reached. Hence, the exploration of social aspects in the CPSS paradigm to ensure a seamless
user experience remains an open challenge.
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Contribution positioning

Based on the research context of CPSS and the discussed challenges, the thesis sets out to provide
a contribution to the following specific limitations.
Limitation 1. The lack of a uniform understanding and a proper formalisation of the CPSS
concept.
The state of the art analysis reveals that the definitions of CPSS has always been inconsistent
and often use-case dependent. Indeed, due to the lack of a proper formalisation of the CPSS
concept, researchers often adopt their own definitions and design methodologies fitting to their
particular use-cases. This hinders the re-usability and domain adaptability of research works.
Therefore, to support the development of CPSS and adaptability of successful works across
different application areas, there is a need for a domain independent formalisation of CPSS.
Limitation 2. The lack of a comprehensive representation of social aspects in CPSS.
One of the notable outcomes of the SLR is the conceptualisation of the social aspect over the
various definitions of CPSS. In literature the social aspect is tightly coined with the presence
of human at the vicinity of the so-called smart devices either serving as a source of information
or consuming a service. We also understand that the prominent aim of the paradigm shift
from CPS to CPSS is to ultimately ensure a seamless human-machine interaction. Hence, the
newly introduced social part largely resides on how machines perceive and respond to humans’
interaction responses. This constitutes emotional, cognitive and behavioural facets [174, 175,
189]. However, none of the existing works provide a comprehensive representation of such aspects.
Limitation 3. The lack of efficient approaches to tackle the problem of personalisation in CPSS
by taking into account the overall systemic complexity.
Together with complex natural and environmental factors one part of the social aspect which
drives the subjective experience of users is the uniqueness of personalities [171, 233, 104, 178].
This makes personalising services and human-things interaction in CPSS an indispensable component of the paradigm to ensure a seamless user experience. In CPSS users co-exist with
different stakeholders influencing each other while being influenced by different environmental
factors. Additionally, these environments often have their own desired goals and corresponding
set of rules in place expecting people to behave in certain ways. Hence, in such settings classical
approaches to personalisation which solely optimise for user satisfaction are often encumbered
by competing objectives and environmental constraints which are yet to be addressed jointly.
Particularly there are no current approaches that tackle the problem of personalisation in CPSS
considering the overall systemic complexity.
Hence, in the framework of this thesis we set the following objectives for realising our contribution:

• Investigate and formalise the notion of Cyber-Physical-Social System. In particular, we
propose a definition and a meta-model designed in such a way that it fully integrates the
less represented social aspects and be generic enough to be adopted in different domains.)
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• Investigate and formalise the general problem of personalisation in CPSS taking into account the overall systemic complexity.
• Extend the general formalisation on selected case-studies to illustrate the usability of the
proposed approach across different domains of CPSS.
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Chapter 2

Personalisation in
Cyber-Physical-Social Systems (CPSS)
2.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we present the main contributions of this thesis. Primarily, we propose a formalisation to the notion of CPSS which captures the existing conceptualisation in literature and
projects a view for the future developments of the paradigm. The formalisation mainly constitutes a generic definition of CPSS and a meta-model proposal. This offers a domain independent
understanding of the concept. Secondly, we introduce the concept of personalisation to the domain of CPSS as one feasible solution to support the integration of social aspects in the CPSS
paradigm. Particularly, we proposed a novel problem formulation strategy that can be used to
implement personalisation in different domains of CPSS.

2.2

Systemic formalisation of Cyber-Physical-Social System (CPSS)

A CPSS is composed of many interacting systems that have their own operational and managerial
independence. Thus, according to Maier [147], it is not only a system but can also be a System-ofSystems (SoS). Nevertheless, the SLR analysis in section 1.2.2 reveals that the conceptualisations
of CPSS in literature are inconsistent and have little to no foundation on theory of systems and
SoS principles. In this section we discuss how we can contribute to establish a systemic foundation
and a common understanding of the CPSS paradigm as a central unifying criterion over its various
application domains. To this end, we propose a systemic formalisation to the notion of CPSS, by
being grounded in the theory of systems and SoS principles. The formalisation offers a domainindependent definition of CPSS that tries to capture a comprehensive representation of social
aspects. This is supported by a two-parts meta-model, which illustrates the proposed definition
and serves as a basis to design CPSS environments of the future.
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2.2.1

Definition of CPSS

From the multiple theories related to systems, our work takes as groundings the seminal work
of Von Bertalanffy, one of the founders of the General Systems Theory (GST) [245] and the
SoS principles from the widely accepted works of Maier [147]. From these theories, we extract
the general concepts and their relationships, which can be exploited as an ontological basis to
describe CPSS as a system. (A brief summary on the background of main system theories is
presented in Annex A.)
In the GST, a system is defined very generically as "a complex set of interacting elements,
with properties richer than the sum of its parts" [245]. In a more recent work on systems interoperability, defining an ontology also grounded in GST, but also on the work of others like Le
Moigne [18]; Naudet et al. [165] proposed a definition of system fitting more our context, which
we reused for defining and modelling CPSS:
• "A System is a bounded set of interconnected elements forming a whole that functions for
a specific finality (objective) in an environment, from which it is dissociable and with which
it exchanges through interfaces" [165].
In this work the authors characterised a system by its components and the interactions between
them, where each component can itself be a system. In this latter case, we can talk about a
System-of-Systems (SoS), which is a concept that came into common usage in the late 90’s to
characterise large systems often formed from a variety of component systems which developmentally and operationally exhibit the behaviour of complex adaptive systems (CAS) [184, 88]. The
SoS notion fundamentally captured the non-monolithic nature of complex modern systems. The
earliest and most accepted definition of SoS is given by Maier et al. [147] and is formalised as
follows:
• "A System-of-Systems (SoS) is an assemblage of components which individually may be
regarded as systems, and which possesses two additional properties: operational and managerial independence of the components" [147].
Operational independence means that if the system-of-systems is disassembled into its component systems the component systems must be able to usefully operate independently, while
managerial independence means the component systems not only can operate independently, but
do operate independently: the component systems are separately acquired and integrated but
maintain a continuing operational existence independent of the system-of-systems [147]. From
a systems engineering perspective, the notion of SoS was best described as an emergent system
from at least 2 loosely coupled systems that are collaborating [158]. The SoS principle dictates
that the relationship between component systems is recursive as any system is produced by another higher system, answering specific requirements. For a dedicated project, the target system
(CPSS in our case) is the final produced system, in this recursive loop.
Reflecting back on the state-of-the-art (section 1.2.2), majority of the works perceive CPSS
as a system formed through the interaction of humans and various kinds of CPS devices. Here,
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each of the interacting entities are independent systems with operational and managerial independence. Thus, the newly formed system as a result of their interaction is in fact an SoS
(according to the SoS definition above). Typical examples of CPSS are the so-called Smart systems [200] such as smart enterprises, smart buildings, smart homes, smart cities, etc. Although
current literature often considers such SoS as CPSS, the human and social aspects remain not
clearly expressed nor formalised. In fact, they remain partially implemented in the smart devices
that make the smartness possible in these systems. Hence, our postulate is that a true CPSS
should be the evolution of CPS devices as an independent system with the addition of a social
component. Thus, making it possible for a new kind of CPSS to emerge as SoS from the interaction of these socially capable CPSS devices with humans as well as other non-human entities
possessing a social interaction facets. E.g. animals, plants, social robots, etc. Nonetheless, the
scope of our research remains limited to interactions with a human. This essentially means a
CPSS is primarily an independent system in the form of a smart device but can also emerge as
an SoS when the smart devices are engaged in a social interaction.
Having said that, in Figure 2.1 we summarise the evolution of CPSS encapsulating our perspective. As it can be seen on the figure, the bubbles below the arrow depict the kind of SoSs
formed as a result of the interactions between humans and evolving devices (from Physical system(PS) to CPS and eventually to CPSS ). Whereas, the bubbles above the arrow detail the
main components that form these devices. The current understanding of CPSS corresponds to
the middle bubbles, where we have a human interacting with socially constrained CPS devices.
However, as stated above, our postulate is to eventually arrive at a true CPSS where a human
interacts mainly (but eventually not only) with the CPSS’s social component which is materialised through the socially capable CPSS devices represented by the top bubble. Hence, the
CPSS paradigm we propose in this work primarily aims at shading light in this direction to
achieve social capability of machines.

Figure 2.1: CPSS Evolution.
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Following the notion of system and SoS principles we propose the following definition for
CPSS, as a domain-independent basis for a common understanding:
Definition 1. A Cyber-Physical-Social System (CPSS): is a system comprising cyber,
physical and social components, which exists or emerges through the interactions between those
components. A CPSS comprises at least one physical component responsible for sensing and/or
actuation, one cyber component for computations and one social component for implementing
social interactions.
This definition stipulates the fundamental requirements for the emergence of a CPSS, which
are the basic components (Cyber, Physical and Social ) and a relationship between these components. CPSS can be an independent systems or, recursively, a CPSS in a social interaction (as
defined by Turner [238] Section 1.3.1) with another system (CPSS, CSS, PSS). The later can be
called, for the sake of simplicity, a CPSoS short for a CP SS ∩ SoS .

2.2.2

Systemic model for CPSS

Having recalled the notion of system and SoS definitions suitable for characterising a CPSS;
we subsequently define the key systemic concepts to be used in this work, reusing or extending
definitions from [165]. Then, we present a systemic model linking these concepts with the SoS
notion from [158] which will be the basis for designing the CPSS meta-model.
• System Component: "is an element of a System that is a system itself composed of
sub-components that are in a relation and can be decomposed until an atomic level."
• Relation: "is a link between two entities whatever the nature of the link. From a systemic
point of view relation can be formalised locally or globally, i.e. between system components
or between a system and its environment or other systems. We can further distinguish
between structural and behavioural relation."
• Environment: "represents a space that is outside a system’s boundary. An environment
itself is a system. In a system context there are two types of environments to consider;
a specific system’s environment which acts on or is acted by the system it surrounds and
global environment which is the complement of the system. The global environment starts
where the system is no more influenced and influences no more."
• Interface: "is a component of a system through which a connection between a system and
its environment can be established. It also represents a system’s boundaries."
• behaviour: " is a change which leads to events in itself or other systems. Thus, action,
reaction or response may constitute behaviour in some cases. [3]"
• Objective: "a finality or objective defines a system’s goal at a given time. Every system has an objective often composed of sub-objectives. An objective can be either uniform
throughout the life-cycle of a system or changing in different contexts."
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• Function: "is the set of actions the system can execute for the purpose of achieving its
objectives. It is a property of a system that can be lent for or inherited by a super-system.
A function is a means to an end (Objective)."

• Structure: "implies not only the position of a system’s elements in space but also their
movement in time, their sequence and rhythm. So structure is actually the law or set of
laws that determine a system’s composition and functioning, its properties and stability 4 ."
The complexity of any SoS mainly depends on the nature of relations between its component
systems, their individual behaviour, objectives and functionalities [147]. In a SoS, each interacting entity being a system possesses all the following key systemic properties discussed above
(i.e. Relation, Behaviour, Function, Structure, Objective, interface, Environment and System
Component). Framing CPSS not only as a system but also as a SoS and aligning it with the
theory of systems helps to ease the design process by allowing to clearly visualise the composing
systems, identify their individual objectives, relationships, inter-dependencies, and determine
complementary as well as conflicting objectives. On figure 2.2 we present a systemic model to
be used as a basis to design a CPSS which depicts these key systemic concepts linking System
and System-of-Systems (SoS). The systemic model combines concepts from Naudet et al. [165]
and Morel et al. [158]. The latter brings the SoS concept to the former through the «weak emergence» from loosely coupled systems. Semantically the «weak emergence» refers to the arising
of new properties as a result of the interactions at a component level.

Figure 2.2: The Systemic model.(Yilma et al. [275] )
The emergence of CPSS is inherently the result of relations among components. Thus, using
the systemic notion as a basis in the following we present a meta model of CPSS illustrating
the emergence of CPSS and the types of relations forming a CPSS and other kinds of SoSs in
a CPSS context. This is aimed at creating a shared vision of CPSS in order to guide ongoing
efforts and inspire the development of novel ones.
4

https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/spirkin/works/dialectical-materialism/ch02-s07.html
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2.2.3

A meta-model of CPSS

In this subsection we propose two complementary meta-models for CPSS, formalised using
UML2.0 notation. Formally, all concepts in the meta-model are metaclasses. They should be
stereotypes with «metaclass». For the sake of simplicity and reading, we will miss the stereotype
«metaclass» the the UML representation of both meta-models. The first meta-model Figure 2.3,
presents the systemic core. It reuses concepts from the CPS meta-model proposed by Lezoche
and Panetto [131] (blue parts), and introduces the social component. The CPSS meta-model
part II Figure 2.4, formalises the main components of a CPSS as combinations of fundamental
(C)yber, (P)hysical and (S)ocial elements, as well as the relation between them. It further allows
representing the different kinds of systems that emerge when relations are instantiated: CyberPhysical-Social System (CPSS), Cyber-Physical System (CPS), Physical-Social System (PSS),
and Cyber-Social System (CSS).

Figure 2.3: The CPSS Meta-Model Part I: systemic core.
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Let C, P , S be respectively the set of Cyber, Physical, and Social components, and R be the
set of existing relations, in a system of interest. We define three kinds of relations:
• RX : X × X → R, where X is "C", "P" or "S"
• RXY : X × Y → R, where X and Y are "C", "P" or "S" and X 6= Y
• RCP S : C × P × S → R
There are in total seven types of relations that can link components of a CPSS together, which
we detail in the following: RC , RP , RS , RCP , RP S , RCS , and RCP S .
• RC :- refers to a connection between cyber components, existing in the virtual space, for
example an information flow, a command, query, etc. It can also refer to the sharing of a
computational resources. e.g, two software packages sharing the same processing unit.
• RP :- refers to a connection between physical components, existing in the physical space.
An example could be the connection between mechanical parts of a machine.
• RS :- refers to a social relationship between social components. It can materialise as an
information flow or a transfer of knowledge between social components. It also reflects
cognitive ties that govern human behaviour, e.g., an intellectual conversation between people.
• RCP :- refers to a relationship that exists between cyber components and physical components that can potentially result in the integration of computation with physical processes
(sensing or actuation), e.g., the relation between components of a smartphone to function.
The RCP relation leads to the emergence of a CPS (Cyber-Physical System):
∀C, ∀P, ∃RCP ⇔ ∃CP S

(2.1)

• RP S :- refers to a relationship that exists between physical components and social components that can potentially result in cognitive processes and observable social behaviours.
This is the property that enables a human to take actions that reflects his emotion, cognition and behaviour in a given context. The RP S relation leads to the emergence of a PSS
(Physical-Social System):
∀P, ∀S, ∃RP S ⇔ ∃P SS
(2.2)
• RCS :- refers to the relationship between Cyber and Social components that can potentially
result in the integration of computation and social capabilities, e.g., virtual representation
of people in a social network. The RCS relation leads to the emergence of a CSS (CyberSocial System):
∀C, ∀S, ∃RCS ⇔ ∃CSS
(2.3)
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• RCP S :- refers to a relationship that exists between at least one cyber, one physical and
one social component, that can potentially result in the integration of sensing, actuation,
computation and social processes. The RCP S relation is what glues the three components
together leading to the emergence of a CPSS as an independent system:
∀C, ∀P, ∀S, ∃RCP S ⇒ ∃CP SS

(2.4)

The CPSS meta-model is built on top of the systemic meta-model presented in Section 2.2.2.
Formally, all component classes (Cyber Component, Physical Component, Social Component) are
subclasses of System Component, and all system classes (CPS, PSS, CPSS, CSS ) are subclasses
of the System class by inheritance. As systems, the latter inherits from all the properties detailed
in Section 2.2.2. While the concepts of CPS and CPSS were already known, the meta-model
introduces two relatively new concepts: PSS and CSS. PSS is a composition of physical and
social elements, where the social part is materialised through the physical part. The main representative is the Human system: the physical part is the physical body, while the social part
is composed of the attributes that generate social responses such as cognition, behaviour and
emotion, that are observed through physiological changes on the body [189]. The reader could
argue that for human, the social system is indeed a part of the physical system. However, we
view them separately to study and better understand social aspects which we eventually want
to transpose to machines.
Although human is our topic of interest, the PSS is a concept encompassing also other nonhuman entities with social behaviours. CSS corresponds to a system where the social component
is manifested through the cyber component. A typical kind of CSS is a Social Network, [66],
where the social activities actually result from interactions in the virtual world. For a better
readability in Fig. 2.4, relations are represented by a link, but all should be understood as subclasses of the systemic Relation class from Fig. 2.2. The constraint {and} is used to represent
the mandatory requirement of at least one component from each part in relation in order for a
new system to emerge.
The CPSS meta-model is completed by axioms 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, to which we add another
set defining the main kinds of SoSs that can be formed as a result of interactions between the
components (Cyber, Physical and Social) of independent systems. Fundamentally the postulate
here is that a CPSS is also a SoS when there is a social relation RS between a single CPSS
e.g. Cobot(Collaborative robot) and a PSS e.g. human. Here, having a physical relation RP
instead of social RS can form a SoS. However, it does not necessarily entail the formed SoS is a
CPSS which essentially requires a social relation RS where the single CPSS e.g. Cobot is able
to detect, reason and adapt to social interaction responses of the human. Furthermore, CPSS
can also emerge as a SoS whenever a CPS or a CSS initiate a social relation with a single CPSS.
The first 3 new axioms 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 describe the basic ways a CPSS can exist as a SoS. The
rest of the axioms describe other kinds of SoSs that can be formed in a CPSS context.
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∀P SS, ∀CP SS, (∃RS ) ⇒ SoS ∩ CP SS

(2.5)

∀CP S, ∀CP SS, (∃RS ) ⇒ SoS ∩ CP SS

(2.6)

∀CSS, ∀CP SS, (∃RS ) ⇒ SoS ∩ CP SS

(2.7)

2.2. Systemic formalisation of Cyber-Physical-Social System (CPSS)

Figure 2.4: Part II: relations among components.

∀P SS, ∀CP S, (∃RP ) ⇒ SoS ∩ CP S

(2.8)

∀P SS, ∀CSS, (∃RS ) ⇒ SoS ∩ CSS

(2.9)

∀CSS, ∀CP S, (∃RC ) ⇒ SoS ∩ CP S

(2.10)

∃P SS, ∃P SS, (∃RP ∨ ∃RS ) ⇒ SoS ∩ P SS

(2.11)

∃CSS, ∃CSS, (∃RC ∨ ∃RS ) ⇒ SoS ∩ CSS

(2.12)

The model defines PSS/CSS/CPS/CPSS as loosely coupled systems. Each of these classes of
system exist on their own, as the result of the interaction between some C, P or S components
(see Fig. 2.3 and related axioms). But when combined together, they form a SoS. The recursive
loop on Loosely Coupled System refer to any of the relations discussed above.
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2.3

Personalisation in Cyber-Physical-Social System (CPSS)

As we have motivated in chapter 1, one of the prominent features of the social aspect which plays
a significant role in determining user experience is the distinctiveness of personalities [233, 104,
178, 145, 276]. The CPSS paradigm focuses on human-centrality and a seamless handling of the
human factors. To reach this objective, the notion of personalisation stands out offering a path
forward to address unique needs of users. (i.e. matching their preferences, interests, individual
limitations and opportunities). Over the years personalisation has been used as a mean to
improve user experiences especially in virtual application such as e-commerce and entertainment
as well as in some physical spaces. While there were no other works on the subject, the application
of personalisation to CPSS has been initiated in [166]. In this section we introduce the notion of
personalisation in the domain of CPSS relying on the systemic formalisation established in the
previous section. To this end, we first present a brief background on personalisation. We start
by its definition and main taxonomies followed by a review of recent works of personalisation
in physical spaces that can be considered as CPSS. Subsequently, we formalise the problem
of personalisation in CPSS. And finally, we conclude with a discussion on the intersection of
Personalisation and CPSS domains; the challenges and opportunities it brings.

2.3.1

Background on Personalisation

Jan Bloom defined the notion of personalisation as follows:
• "Personalisation : is a process that changes the functionality, interface, information
content, or distinctiveness of a system to increase its personal relevance to an individual"
[26].
As a research field the earliest formal works of personalisation date back to the the 1990s [197,
203, 96]. In the year 2000 a taxonomy of personalisation was proposed by Jan Blom [26] which
classified personalisation into two categories: those that are motivated by facilitating work and
those motivated by accommodating social requirements. In the first category it was discussed that
personalisation enables access to information content, accommodates work goals, and individual
differences such as disability and skill sets. Whereas in the second category it was argued that
personalisation leads to elicit emotional responses such as pleasure and excitement. This claim
was further supported by works in behavioural study [203]. Furthermore, under the umbrella
of accommodating social requirements personalisation was mentioned to be useful in defining,
maintaining and expressing the identity of users [87]. Over the past 20 years academic research in
personalisation has increased significantly leading to various kinds of personalisation methods and
taxonomies. The application areas, the type of users, the datasets and the technologies used,
etc. have been the basis for different taxonomies of personalisation. However, what changes
while applying personalisation remains largely the same; it is either the information content
presented to users or the distinctiveness of the system [26]. These aspects drive the two major
areas of research in personalisation namely Recommendation and Adaptation respectively. In the
following we briefly introduce these two types of personalisation.
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2.3.1.1

Recommendation

Recommender Systems (RSs) provide users with predictions or recommendations of items that
are considered to match their preferences. This is usually done through a process of collecting
information on the preferences of users for a set of items like (movies, songs, books, applications,
etc.), demographic features of users like (age, nationality, gender, etc.), social media information,
like (followers, followed and posts) so as to build a user model which is then used to find relevant
items for recommendation. RSs were first mentioned in a technical report as a "digital bookshelf"
in 1990 by Jussi Karlgren at Columbia University [116]. Over the years a rapid growth of web
services and the need for maintaining quality of these services facilitates the development of RS
research. Today RS is considered to be one of the fast paced research areas in computer science
[102]. In literature traditional RSs can be classified into three big categories [198] (contentbased filtering (CBF), collaborative filtering(CF) recommender systems and hybrid recommender
systems. The main aspects of traditional RS approaches and a brief review on the evolution of
modern RSs is presented in Annex C.
2.3.1.2

Adaptation

Contrary to recommender systems where personalisation mainly changes the presentation of
information content; adaptation changes the distinctiveness of a system to match user profiles.
A common definition of adaptation is "the ability to make appropriate responses to changed or
changing circumstances" Kaukoranta et al [118]. A common application areas of personalised
adaptation are games [148, 23]. In computer science, adaptation refers to a system or process,
in which a system changes its behavior for individual users based on information acquired about
those users and its environment5 . Adaptation can be static behaviour (i.e. one time change)
which is based on information about previous knowledge, interests, weaknesses or it can be
dynamic behaviour where a system adapts automatically to its users according to changing
conditions. In the later case which is a response to some stimuli, a system alters something in
such a way that the result of the alteration corresponds to the most suitable solution in order to
fulfil some specific needs. For instance in the context of this work, the specific needs are linked
to the goals of a person interacting with the system; which is a CPSS.

2.3.2

From Personalisation in Physical Space to CPSS

Personalisation in physical spaces that can be considered as CPSS such as smart homes, smart
workshops, museums and art galleries has been an area of investigation in recent years [13,
235, 173, 146, 12, 58]. For instance enhancing user experience resorting game theory and optimisation methods[234], augmented reality [138], inferring art preferences from gaze [41], path
recommendation in museum [181, 236], etc. Unlike those personalisation services limited to virtual application such as e-commerce and entertainment, offering a personalised service in physical
spaces is often encumbered by several factors from the environment in addition to human factors.
Hence, it requires solutions that jointly handle environmental complexity and human dynamics.
Although there are some existing works of personalisation in physical spaces, the extent to which
they tackle these challenges is very limited. Context-aware recommeder systems (CARS) are
among the closest approaches addressing such issues [57, 196, 243, 202].

5

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adaptation_(computer_science)
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Dey and Abowd [60] have provided the most used definition for "context" defined as follows:
• A Context: "is any information that can be used to characterise the situation of an entity.
An entity is a person,place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between
a user and an application,including the user and application themselves."
In the domain of Recommender Systems contextual information is categorised into three
groups.
• Spatial contexts: are those contexts that formalise the geographical situation or environment of users and/or items such as their location.
• Static contexts: are those contexts that do not change over time, and which affect the
recommendation process such as gender, age, and identity etc.
• Temporal Contexts: contrary to static context, are those contexts that change over time
and which are dynamic in nature like user’s mood, user’s current goal and social relations
etc.
According to a recent survey [99] a large body of CARS research focuses on virtual applications such as e-commerce, e-document and multimedia. The applications of CARS in physical
space are limited to tourism and travel. CARS in the tourism domain often make use of sensory
information such as location, time and activity in order to define a context that characterises the
situation of a user. However, mostly these contexts are used independently instead of jointly. E.g.
location-aware RSs [130], time-aware RSs [34], multistakeholder-Aware RSs [2], Activity-aware
RSs [67], etc. There are also works on hybrid approach of CARS using multi-modal context
information [277] . Nevertheless, these approaches are very specific to situations and hence, are
not generic and flexible enough to be implemented across different domains of applications.
Additionally, most of these works ignore the context of past interactions, which in many
instances are the prerequisite to the current context, and neglecting such information may result
in a poor performance [99]. Generally, contextual information that can affect the way users
interact with systems and the way a system responds to user’s behaviour are diverse and their
joint impact can also be distinctive. Hence, considering only few contextual aspects to implement
personalisation in such a dynamic environment is rather daunting. This calls for efficient approaches of personalisation that jointly address environmental complexities and human dynamics.
Thus, in order to offer a path forward in tackling the discussed challenges while at the
same time to make a step in integrating social aspects in CPSS; we formalise the problem of
Personalisation in CPSS by relying on the systemic view discussed in section 2.2.
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2.3.3

CPSS personalisation formalisation

Let us consider a smart system (e.g. smart building, smart city, or smart exhibition area or
smart manufacturing shopfloor), in which humans, (smart) devices and other systems cohabit
and interact for some time. Formally, this is a SoS, emerging from the loose coupling of all those
systems. Since this is a smart system, we assume it contains systems that can be PSS (e.g. the
humans), CPS, CSS and CPSS. Let env be this smart system, which we define as a CPSSoS,
respecting the existence conditions defined by axioms 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7. For ease of reference in
the rest of the thesis we will denote the different kinds of SoS in CPSS context as follows: PSSoS
for SoS ∩P SS, CPSoS for SoS ∩CP S, CSSoS for SoS ∩CSS and CPSSoS for SoS ∩CP SS.
We can define Personalisation as a service implemented by a Personaliser for a given User.
In the CPSS paradigm, the Personaliser is a function of a social component S of a system,
which targets another system with which an RS relation is thus created. In the smart system
env, any system with an S can potentially implement a personaliser for another system with
an S, which then becomes a user. In the following we focus on one single RS , involving two
systems interacting in a same smart system env as defined before. The personalisation function,
or personaliser pa, is defined as:
pa = f (u, cpsspa , env),

(2.13)

where:
• u ∈ env is the system targeted by the personalisation. It has an S component and thus
can be a PSS (e.g. a human), a CSS or a CPSS.
• cpsspa ∈ env is a CPSS implementing the personalisation function pa in its S component,
and generates the social relationship between the two systems: RS (cpsspa , u).
• env is the smart system in which cpsspa and u interact together with other systems. Formally, env is a CPSSoS emerging from the loose coupling and social interactions of cpsspa
and u and these other systems.
The cpsspa and the other systems within env cohabiting the same physical space, they can also
initiate a physical relation RP with a user u through their physical components. Furthermore,
being independent systems each of them function for the fulfilment of their individual objectives.
These objectives are not always complementary but can also be conflicting. Additionally, their
relationships with the external environment, their behaviours, structures and interfaces also
impose additional constraints on the user they interact with. Therefore, the personalisation
function pa should also take into account the coexisting systems within env that have an impact
on the user. In env, the variables that influence the personalisation can be divided further in
two categories: the ones coming from direct relations and ones coming from indirect relations.
We thus introduce two new variables, respectively Crowd (cr) and Context elements (cx).
 cr: represents the set of elements within the smart system, that are of any kind, with
whom the user is in relation, and this relation has an impact on the personalisation (for
the user).
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 cx: refers to the set of elements within the smart system as well as the external environment that are not in direct relation with the user but have an indirect influence on the
personalisation (for the user).
Finally, the personalisation function pa is given by:
pa = f (u, cpsspa , cruc , cxuc , env),

(2.14)

where cruc denotes use-case -specific influential variables from direct relations; and cxuc is the
list of use-case -specific indirect influential factors. Implementing pa means finding the best
possible compromise between the objectives of the user and the coexisting stakeholders while
respecting environmental constraints. Doing so allows to not only mitigate influential factors on
the user but also maintain a desirable state for all stakeholders. Formally, this translates into a
constrained multi-objective optimisation problem (MOOP), which we formulate in the following.
Each objective Os of a system s involved in the personalisation can be formulated as:
minimise/maximise f o(s),

(2.15)

where f o is an objective function to optimise in order to fulfil Os . By extension, it can be used
for all influential variables of the personalisation. Considering the variables of pa, we define
the following objectives. Let Ou be the set of objectives attached to u. Ocpsspa is the set of
objectives for cpsspa excluding the personalisation objective, which is the overall objective to
uc
uc
reach. We define Ocr , Ocx and Oenv as being respectively the set of objectives linked to
cruc , cxuc and env. Implementing pa leads to solve the following constrained multi-objective
optimisation problem:
min/max {f ou , f opa , f ocruc , f ocxuc , f oenv }

(2.16)

subject to {cou , copa , cocruc , cocxuc , coenv }
where cos denotes the set of constraints linked to a system s or influential variable of the personalisation. This provides a general perspective on a personalisation problem for smart systems
that can be designed as CPSS. However, this does not necessarily mean implementations will
strictly follow a classical MOOP solution method. This will be illustrated through case studies.
In the next chapter, we will apply our approach on two specific case studies. In particular,
we will see the variables as well as the attached objectives and constraint differ and lead to a
different implementation of the multi-objective optimisation approach, while they both follow
the same model instantiating the CPSS meta-model and personalisation formalisation.

2.3.4

Discussion

The CPSS paradigm ultimately aims at empowering smart systems of today with the tools
necessary to have an anthropomorphic relationship with their users. However, the complexity of
the social aspects deeply ingrained in emotional, cognitive and behavioural facets makes achieving
this goal far from trivial. Furthermore, the uniqueness of users’ personality shaped over time
through personal experience, knowledge and several other factors is inextricably entangled with
these social facets; thus it delineates the actions and behaviours of users. This calls for efficient
approaches to seamlessly integrate social aspects in CPSS research. In this thesis we hypothesise
that personalisation can contribute to make a step in this direction.
Proposing a problem formulation strategy for personalisation in CPSS, our goal is to establish
a common ground for the various domains of CPSS. This also links personalisation with the
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systemic notion of CPSS discussed in section 2.2 which further supports system design to model
users and their environment. Consequently, it helps to appropriately position scenarios for
implementing personalised services. Although, the goal of introducing personalisation in CPSS is
inherently aimed at supporting the integration of social aspects in CPSS, it also brings additional
challenges that are not yet explored. Bringing personalised services to an individual somehow
drives or limits her actions and behaviours. Particularly, in CPSS context personalisation has an
impact on the way a user interacts with the physical space as well as other entities, modifying
his normal behaviour and hence, causing perturbations in the CPSSoS where she exists. The
potential impact of this is also more evident on other users and systems that cohabitate the
same environment. On the other hand the complexity and the dynamic nature of CPSS also
poses various challenges to personalisation. Nevertheless, the merging of the two domains opens
possibilities for multidisciplinary efforts to jointly tackle the challenges originating from both
personalisation and CPSS domains. This in particular will be accentuated by the case studies
in chapter 3.

2.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed a systemic formalisation to the notion of CPSS, which is
grounded on the theory of systems and SoS principles. The proposed formalisation of
the CPSS paradigm captures the current state of the research as well as our vision of a true CPSS
that integrates various social aspects with cyber and physical components. This was supported
with a meta-model that can be used in initial system design. Hence, it opens opportunities in
the CPSS research domain to propose solutions that can pave the way towards a seamless integration of social aspects in CPSS. This contributes to address the identified research challenges
in Limitation 1 and Limitation 2, while answering our first research question (RQ1) on how
to formally represent CPSS.
In the road towards a true CPSS, human dynamics remains being one of the major challenges
yet to be tackled. This calls for efficient approaches that underpin the ultimate vision of the
CPSS paradgm to anthropomorphise human-CPS interaction. However, this can not be realised
by simply attributing superficial human characteristics and hence, it requires progressive steps
to characterise and implement relevant social cues in CPS. In particular, the uniqueness of
personalities delineating the actions and behaviours of people in interaction positions the concept
of personalisation in a strategic position to be leveraged in CPSS. Although, personalisation is
a well evolved domain of research and has lot to offer, it faces new challenges from the dynamic
environment of CPSS making the long standing problem of personalisation newly salient. To this
end, we introduced the notion of personalisation in CPSS by resorting the proposed
systemic formalisation as a basis. In particular, we proposed a problem formulation strategy
to implement personalisation in a CPSS context that takes into account the overall complexity.
This partially contributes to the identified research challenge in Limitation 3 and strategically
positions our research to answer the second research question (RQ2) on how to make humanCPS interaction more anthropomorphic in CPSS? and weather personalisation can bring a step
towards this. This will be addressed in the next chapter by applying our proposed approaches
on real case studies to implement personalisation.
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Chapter 3

Case studies
3.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we present two independent case studies, which instantiate the CPSS metamodel and the CPSS-specific personalisation method proposed in chapter 2. These case studies
illustrate the domain-independent characteristic of our approach. The first case study concerns
personalised recommendation and guidance in smart exhibition areas, whereas the second one
is about adaptation of collaborative robots (Cobots) in a smart workshop setting. Framing
their respective scenarios on the basis of CPSS, each of the case studies resort to different
implementation techniques to fulfil their personalisation objective, fitting to their specific context.
After presenting the approaches we finalise each case study by discussing experimental results.
Finally we close the chapter by summarising the takeaways from the two case studies.

3.2
3.2.1

Personalisation in Exhibition Areas
Introduction

Exhibition areas such as museums and galleries are the kind of environments that are usually
composed of a large number of points of interest (POIs) to be explored by many visitors. In such
environments visitors evolve with others, often carrying their smart devices (i.e. smart phones,
wearables, cameras, etc.) serving individual needs. The exhibition areas themselves are also
equipped with various sensors and actuating components for various purposes thereby forming
a system where humans and smart devices cohabit a physical and virtual space of interaction.
Hence, they can be seen as CPSS environments. In exhibition areas the physical space has rules
expecting people to behave in a certain way. However, the actions and behaviours of visitors are
often governed by individual preferences, motivations, cognition or other natural and environmental factors. Visitors are generally not flexible regarding following museum recommendations
unless aligned to their current state of mind and preferences. Exhibition curators might also
have desired goals such as making less popular items more visible, reducing congestion around
popular exhibits, etc. In larger places such as the National Gallery in London or Le Louvre
in Paris, visitors often tend to forget the limited time they have, they sometimes get lost, or
they spend wondering around the museum following different recommendations biased by many
sources without visiting POIs that could be of interest to them. Hence, offering personalisation
in such systems not only improves the visitor’s quality of experience but also gives meaning to
the presence of people inside the museums by better managing crowds and facilitating content
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exploration. Personalisation in the context of exhibition areas is commonly applied in the form
of recommendation which implements two kinds of tasks: firstly selecting best POIs, and secondly finding an optimal route to visit the selected POIs. Nevertheless, due to the environmental
complexity these tasks require solutions beyond just matching user preferences and interests. In
particular, the co-exisiting entities need to be taken into account in the personalisation process
and their influence on the user should be handled efficiently. Our goal in this context is to
address the problem of personalisation by taking into account not only user preferences and interests but also environmental complexities. To this end, this case study focuses on a personalised
recommendation and guidance approach in the National Gallery of London.
The National Gallery is an art museum housing a collection of over 2,300 paintings dating
from the mid-13th century to 1900. This gallery located in Trafalgar Square in the City of
Westminster, in Central London has a total floor area of 46,369 square meters6 . In 2019 it ranked
3rd nationally with 6.2 million visitors. Due to the large size and number of exhibits the gallery
has been employing different techniques in its large multi-thematic venues to assist visitors and
improve their quality of experience. The complex nature of the physical space together with the
gradual introduction of different technologies into the gallery highlights its CPSS nature. Hence,
delivering personalised services in terms of guiding visitors, improving quality of experience,
managing crowd and at the same time satisfying different goals of exhibition curators remains an
open challenge. Hence, we apply the problem formulation strategy for personalisation in CPSS
proposed in chapter 2 to first frame the scenario. Particularly, we identify important variables,
their respective objectives and constraints as well as their relationship and inter-dependencies.
Subsequently, we choose a suitable implementation method depending on the properties of the
identified variables.

3.2.2

Problem formulation

According to the systemic formalisation from section 2.2.3, visitors in such smart exhibition areas
are P SS, interacting with (smart) devices (CP(S)S) that are independent or embedded in the
physical space around them. This forms a SoS, because the interacting systems (at minimum,
the visitors, their devices and the exhibition area) exist on their own and are connected together
only for the exhibition visit. The smart exhibition area is at least a CPS, when there are only
RP relations between the humans (PSS ) and the devices (CPS). When a social feature is added
to at least one of the device with which a visitor interacts, it becomes a CPSS (axiom 2.4), and
an RS relation can therefore exist with a visitor. According to axiom 2.12, the smart exhibition
area can then be qualified as a CPSSoS. We express the personalisation function for exhibition
areas according to equation 2.14 as:
paExhib = f (vs, mg, crvis , ex),

(3.1)

where, vs is a visitor (the target user of personalisation), mg is a mobile guide implementing the
personalisation function, crvis is a crowd of other visitors and ex is the exhibition area.

6
https://theculturetrip.com/europe/united-kingdom/england/london/articles/history-of-the-national-gallerylondon/
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Let Ovs be the set of objectives attached to vs. Omg is the set of objectives for mg excluding
vis
the personalisation objective, which is the overall objective to reach. We define Ocr and Oex
as being respectively the set of objectives linked to crvis and ex. Hence, adopting equation 2.16
implementing paExhib becomes a constrained multi-objective optimisation problem of the form:
min/max {f (Ovs ), f (Omg ), f (Ocr

vis

), f (Oex )}

(3.2)

subject to {covs , comg , cocrvis , coex }
where f is an objective function to optimise in order to fulfil corresponding objectives of the
variables and cos denotes a set of constraints linked to a variable s. This equation illustrates the
nature of the problem
Mapping the main systems of the case study with the variables of function 3.1, allows us
to partially instantiate the CPSS meta-model for the case of exhibition areas in Figure 3.1 and
detail the properties of the variables of the personalisation formula, which need to be considered
to actually implement the personalisation.

Figure 3.1: Partial instanciation of the CPSS meta-model in the context of smart exhibition area
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Figure 3.1 shows classes of systems involved in the personalisation of our case study. For
modelling convenience, only attributes involved in the personalisation implementation are detailed. Systemic properties represented by classes in the systemic model (Fig. 2.2) are displayed
also as attributes, except for the objectives and the personalisation function. As personalisation
concerns specific individuals, variables concern instances of these classes. Hence, vs is an instance
of the Visitor class, mg is an instance of MobileGuide, crvis is an instance of CrowdOfvisitors
and ex is an instance of SmartExhibitionArea.
The RS between a Visitor and MobileGuide leads to the emergence of a CP SSoS (axiom
2.5) which we called VisitorMobileguide. The social relations RS between the visitors (PSS)
leads to the emergence of a P SSoS which we called a CrowdOfvisitors (axiom 2.11). Finally we
have the SmartExhibitionArea which is a CP SSoS formed from those social relations. Although
the attributes of VisitorMobileguide and SmartExhibitionArea are not listed in the model, both
inherit a merging list of attributes through the «weak emergence». Below we detail the main
objectives that we consider for the personalisation function:
 VisObj1: is an objective of the visitor which corresponds to visiting POIs that best match
her preferences.
 VisObj2: is an objective of the visitor not to lose time getting lost in the museum between
exhibits.
 ExhibObj: is an objective of the smart exhibition area to increase the diversity of POIs
recommended to visitors.
 InfoObj1: the objective of a MobileGuide to provide general information to visitors.
 PersObj: is the personalisation objective implemented by the MobileGuide which is to
primarily satisfy the objective of the visitor while at the same time considering the influence
of the systems.
As mentioned in the introduction, this case study implements personalisation in the form of
POI and Path recommendation.
• PersObj for POI recommendation:
In the case of PoI recommendation PersObj should find POIs that best match the preference of the user. However, the exhibition curator’s ExhibObj also wants the recommended
POIs to be diverse in content which could be competing with VisObj1 depending on visitor’s tolerance to diversity. Furthermore, PersObj is constrained by the available time of
the visitor and the exhibition areas opening hours. Thus, PersObj should make best possible compromise between these two competing objectives under time constraint to make
a POI recommendation.
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• PersObj for Path recommendation:
In the case of path recommendation PersObj should recommend a path that guides the
visitor to her most relevant POIs and also shortest in distance. This recommended path
should respect the crowd tolerance and fatigue tolerance of the visitor. This requires tracking real time changes. Furthermore, similar to the POI recommendation case, PersObj
in path recommendation is constrained by the available time of the visitor as well as the
opening hours of the exhibition area. Hence, both POI recommendation and Path recommendation problems translate PersObj into a constrained multi-objective optimisation
problem.
In general, the successful implementation of PersObj entails that the social relation RS between visitor and mobile guide is enhanced since the visitor’s unique personal needs are recognised
by the mobile guide. Having defined the objectives and constraints for implementing personalisation in exhibition area from a general perspective, in the next subsection we translate them
into mathematical formulas and present the details of implementation.
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3.2.3

Implementation

As discussed in the problem formulation, the implementation of personalisation in this case study
is in the form of a POI (Paintings) and a path recommendation. In this subsection, we lay out
a step by step implementation details and mathematically formulate PersObj as constrained
multi-objective optimisation problem for both tasks. Table 1 summarises the frequently used
notations in this case study.

Notations

Description

P = {p1 , p2 , ..., py }
D = {d1 , d2 , ..., dy }
vs
vs
P vs = {pvs
1 , p2 , ..., pn }
W vs = {w1vs , w2vs , ..., wnvs }
R = {p1 , p2 , ..., pr }
V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vv }
VR = {v1 , v2 , ..., vq }
P T (vs)
Crt (vs)
Crs (vi )
β
λ
ξ
∆t
T v(pi ))
T t(vi, vi + 1)
Tava

A set of all paintings in the gallery.
A set of documents with textual descriptions of paintings in P .
A set of paintings liked or rated by a visitor vs ; P vs ∈ P .
Weights representing ratings of visitor vs for the paintings in P vs .
A set of recommended paintings to visitor vs; R ∈ P .
A set of all Venues in the gallery.
A set of Venues containing recommended Paintings; VR ∈ V .
Optimal path for a visitor .
Crowd tolerance of a visitor.
The crowd size in a venue vi at any given time; ∀vi ∈ V
Visitor’s tolerance to popular content.
Visitor’s tolerance to walking (fatigue).
Visitor’s tolerance to diversity.
Elapsed time during a visit.
Estimated time to visit a paining.
Estimated travel time between two consecutive venues.
Total available time of a visitor.
Table 3.1: Notations and Description

3.2.3.1

POI Recommendation

As introduced in the problem formulation (section 3.2.2), the central idea of POI recommendation
in PersObj is to suggest relevant POIs to visitors matching their preferences which satisfies VisObj
while at the same time reflecting the exhibition curator’s goals (ExhibObj ). At this phase of POI
recommendation implementing PersObj essentially calls for a strategy to find a set of paintings
that concurrently satisfy these conditions. Hence, we first operationalise the notion of relevance
for visitors and select a recommendation set of paintings if they closely resemble the visitor’s
profile. Subsequently we introduced crowd influence in terms of popularity bias and finally we
added the ExhibObj (curators goal) in terms of recommendation diversity. For this task we used
explicit profiling to elicit user preferences regarding paintings. Below we discuss our formulations
starting from a purely user centred recommendation gradually adding the crowd influence and
curators objectives leading to a constrained multi-objective optimisation problem.
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Paintings are important pieces in visual art that bring together complex elements such as
drawings, gestures, narration, composition, abstraction, etc [149]. These elements carry deeper
semantics beyond their usual categorizations (i.e. time period, material, size, color, etc.) They
are also perceived differently by people as they trigger different emotional and cognitive reflections
depending on the background and personality of a visitor [149]. Personalised recommendation
often suggest similar contents to those users have already seen or previously indicated that they
liked. Similarities and relationships among paintings can normally be inferred based on common high level features such as colour, material, style, artist, etc. However, such features are not
expressive enough as they cannot fully capture abstract concepts that are hidden in the paintings.
In order to capture non-obvious contexts by a machine, effective data representation is very
crucial [24]. In general prominent works in visual art recommendation rely on ratings and manually curated metadata (i.e. color, style, mood, etc.,) in order to drive recommendations. Recently
works such as [101] started to use latent visual features extracted using Deep Neural Networks
(DNN) and also use pre-trained models for making visual art recommendations. According to
results reported by [153], DNN-based visual features perform better than manually curated metadata. However, these latent visual features do not have a direct interpretation and cannot be
used to explain recommendations [241]. Hence they hinder user acceptance. To this regard, in
our work we adopt a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) based representation learning approach.
LDA is a topic analysis model that is known to be successful in the domain of Natural Language
Processing (NLP) for uncovering hidden semantic relationships among documents. Therefore,
we leveraged the textual description of paintings to train an LDA model that captures hidden
semantic similarities of the paintings in National Gallery.
The intuition used in LDA is that each document can be seen as a combination of multiple
topics. If we take paintings as an example, they can be described as a mixture of several concepts
such as religion, nudity, portrait, etc. In LDA, each document is characterized by a predefined
set of latent topics. In essence, each document is a distribution of topics and each topic is a
distribution of words. This means each word in each document comes from a topic and the topic
is selected from a per-document distribution over topics. Prominent words in each latent topic
explain the nature of the topic and prominent latent topics related to each document explain
the nature of the document (i.e. paintings). For instance, let us assume that latent topics are
"religion", "still life", and "landscape". A painting may have the following distribution over
the topics : 70% "religion", 10% "still life" and 20% "landscape". Moreover, each topic has a
distribution over the words in the vocabulary. For topic "religion", the probability of the word
"Saint" would be higher than in the topic "landscape".
Assigning the right number of topics as well as the hyperparameters however is not a trivial
task. In literature the Gibbs sampling algorithm is widely used to estimate parameters of LDA
[79][91][168]. In our implementation we used an optimised version of collapsed gibbs sampling
from MALLET [90]. We refer the reader to the detailed discussion about LDA formulation in
[25] and [111]. Figure 3.2 illustrates the intuition behind our Painting LDA model and Figure 3.3
explains topic modelling with LDA. As it is illustrated in the figures a collection of documents
is used as an input to the LDA algorithm. LDA creates topics that can be seen as clusters of
words. Each document of the collection is represented as a distribution of the topics which are
themselves, distributions of words. Details on LDA formulation can be found in Annex B.
Once the LDA model is trained over the entire corpus we get a matrix of documents by topics
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Figure 3.2: The intuition behind the Painting LDA model

Figure 3.3: Topic modelling with LDA
which expresses latent topic distribution of each painting. From this we can generate an M xM
similarity matrix for all the paintings in the dataset.
For recommending paintings to a visitor vs, the preferences of the visitor towards paintings
are modelled by a normalised weight vector, transformed from a 5 point Likert scale ratings:
we assign a weight wivs ∈ [0, 1] for every painting pvs
i a visitor has rated. The recommendation
task is then to recommend most similar paintings to a visitor based on the set he has rated
before. This is done by expanding visitor preferences towards unseen paintings and computing
a similarity score for the paintings in the dataset. The predicted score S(pi , vs) for a painting
pi in the dataset, according to the preferences of vs is calculated based on the weighted average
similarity score (distance) from all other paintings that have been rated by the active visitor
given by:
N
1 X
S(pi , vs) =
wj ∗ d(pi , pj )
(3.3)
N
j=1

where d(pi , pj ) is the similarity between painting pi and pj ∈ P u according to the LDA similarity
matrix. The summation is taken over all visitor’s rated paintings. This scoring strategy is
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illustrated in Figure 3.4. Once the scoring procedure is complete, the paintings are sorted in a
descending order and the first K paintings are selected to generate a recommendation list. Our
LDA based personalised painting recommendation procedure is sketched in Algorithm 1.

Figure 3.4: Painting Scoring Strategy

Figure 3.5: Recommendation procedure with LDA
The above method implements VisObj1 which generates a purely personalised recommendation by only taking into account the user preferences [269]. However, users also have different
tendency to be interested in visiting famous POIs. Hence, we introduces a popularity score
S(pi , P op) into VisObj1 for the paintings in the dataset which reflects the crowd influence on
visitor’s preferences. This score is based on a MUST-SEE list generated according to public
review from National Gallery website. By taking into account the preference of the visitor and
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also the influence of the crowd on the popularity of the paintings we introduce an aggregate score
SAG (pi , vs) for the paintings in the dataset which is given by:
SAG (pi , vs) = S(pi , vs) + βS(pi , P op)

(3.4)

where β is user provided hyperparameters determining visitor’s interest to see popular items.
As discussed above, the other prevalent objective in implementing PersObj comes from the
exhibition curator’s ExhibObj. Regarding PoI recommendation curators might want the personaliser to make less popular items more visible by exposing them to visitors, educate visitors
about a certain topic, etc. In the case study of National Gallery we identified 9 curated stories
defined by artists. Each story constitutes a certain number of paintings from the collection. The
objective of the curator considered here is to increase the number of curated stories in the recommendation set. (i.e. the recommendation set contains paintings that are fairly selected from
each of the curated story groups). Thus, to implement ExhibObj, we define a fair story selection
strategy adopted from [151]. Under the current assumption a recommendation set R is fair if
it contains paintings that belong to different story groups. The fairness score for a set R that
contains paintings belonging to only one or few of the story groups is lower than the one that
covers all or most of the story groups. To this end, we compute a fair story selection function
ψ(R) as:
ψ(R) =

K
X

s

i=1

X

γp a

(3.5)

pa ∈Si ∩R

where K is the total number of story groups, Si is the ith story group and γpa is a count for every
painting pa selected from a story group i. ψ(R) rewards recommendation sets that are diverse
in terms of the different story groups covered. Given the nature of the function, there is more
benefit to selecting a painting from a story group not yet having one of its paintings already
chosen. As soon as a painting is selected from a story group, other paintings from the same
story group start having diminishing gain owing to the square root function (e.g. For K = 3
a recommendation set that chooses 2 paintings from S1 and 1 Painting from each of S2 and S3
gets a higher√score√of ψ(R)
√ compared
√
√ to√a recommendation set that chooses 4 paintings from
just S1 . i.e. 2 + 1 + 1 > 4 + 0 + 0). Table 3.3 summarises the story groups defined in
the National Gallery dataset. The 10th group contains all the paintings that are not associated
with the 9 curated stories as defined by the artists.
1. Women’s Lives

6. Monsters and Demons

2. Contemporary Style and Fashion

7. Migration: Journeys and Exile

3. Water

8. Death

4. Women Artists and Famous Women

9. Battles and Commanders

5. Warfare

10.Uncategorised
Table 3.3: Curated Stories
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Implementing personalisation fulfilling all the conditions discussed above yields two different
Policies to investigate.
The first policy is matching visitor’s preferences which corresponds to VisObj1. (i.e. Given a set
of paintings P and a visitor vs we select the most relevant set R to recommend which maximises
the following:
n
PR
(3.6)
P olicy1 : argmax
i=1 SAG (pi , vs)
It is well known that optimizing for user preferences has a positive impact on user satisfaction
[150, 128, 136]. Thus, we expect to achieve higher user satisfaction for this policy as a baseline.
The second Policy we investigate is matching the curator’s goal which corresponds to the ExhibObj. This aims at recommending PoIs that maximally cover the story groups in the dataset
given by:
n
PK qP
P olicy2 : argmax ψ(R) = argmax
(3.7)
i=1
pa ∈Si ∩R γpa
Maximising over ψ(R) ensures the diversity of the recommendation set in terms of the story
groups covered. However, this could also be a minimisation depending on the curator’s goal
(i.e minimising over ψ(R) maintains the consistency of the recommendation set regarding the
curated stories presented.
Fulfilling PersObj leads to concurrently satisfy the two policies. Hence, in this approach we
depart from solely optimising for a single objective unlike the classical cases instead we combine
the two objectives. Furthermore, as explained in the problem formulation, PersObj can only be
implemented in the available time frame of the visitor. Therefore, we take into account time
constraint to limit the size of recommendation set. This is a soft constraint introduced by estimating visiting times per POI depending on the type of visitors. For this we adopted the analogy
used in the work of Veron and Levasseur [242] to classify museum visitors into four visiting style
metaphors (Ant, butterfly, fish and grasshopper). This is translated from explicit user feedback
to the following question.
Which of the following best describes your museum visiting style?
• I spend a long time observing all exhibits and moves close to the walls and the exhibits
avoiding empty space. (The ant visitor)
• I walk mostly through empty space making just a few stops and see most of the exhibits
but for a short time. (The fish visitor)
• I see only exhibits I am interested in. I walk through empty space and stays for a long
time only in front of selected exhibits. (The grasshopper visitor)
• I frequently change the direction of my tour, usually avoiding empty space. I see almost
all exhibits, but times vary between exhibits. (The butterfly visitor)
Thus, for the ant visitor estimated visiting time was set to 60 seconds per POI, for fish 30 seconds
per POI, for grasshopper 45 seconds per POI and for butterfly a random value between 45 and
60 seconds.
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The personalisation function paExhib (equation 3.1), implemented by mg for POI recommendation task suggests a recommendation set R for a visitor vs. This recommendation takes into
account the preferences of vs influenced by crvis in terms of popular content (equation 3.4) as
well as the objectives of ex in terms of content diversity (equation 3.5) given the available time
of the visitor. Hence, the personalisation function:
paExhib = f (vs, mg, crvis , ex) = P ersObj
for POI recommendation, can be implemented by solving the following MIP problem:


R
K s
X
X
X
paExhib = argmax 1 − ξ
pa ∗ SAG (pa , vs) + ξ
pa
γp a 
a=1

subject to

i=1

PR

a=1 T v(pa )

(3.8)

pa ∈Si ∩R

≤ Tava ,

where ξ is a user provided hyperparameter determining visitor’s tolerance to diversity, T v(pa )
is the estimated visiting time of a painting pa according to the visiting style of the visitor and
Tava is the total available time of the visitor. Our CPSS based Personalised PoI recommendation
strategy is sketched in Algorithm 2.

Recommendation procedure with CPSS
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3.2.3.2

Path Recommendation

Exhibition in National Gallery is divided into multiple "venues", which are areas grouping paintings according to some criteria chosen by the curators (e.g. paintings of a certain period, or
of a particular painter, or of a particular theme). Hence, the second form of personalisation in
exhibition areas is that of optimal path recommendation to help the visitor traverse in these
venues leading to the recommended set of paintings. Once a recommendation set R of paintings
is generated, we can then map the paintings in R to their corresponding venues.
The primary goal PersObj here is to find a path that is of high relevance. Since a path
is a combination of venues, the relevance of a path is the total sum of the relevance of each
venue on a path. The relevance score S(vi ) of a venue vi ∈ V is defined as the total sum of the
relevance scores of the paintings from the recommendation set R that are found in vi . Therefore,
finding a path of high relevance means satisfying VisObj1. Depending on the interest of a visitor,
S(vi ) could be defined in two different ways as (Quality or Quantity). The deadlock here is that
two venues say vi and vj could have the same relevance score S(vi ) = S(vj ) but one might be
composed of a single painting of very high score while the other is composed of many paintings
with lower scores. Thus, in order to prioritise between venues containing recommendations we
define a Quality relevance score Θ (vi ) and Quantity relevance score δ (vi ) ∀vi ∈ VR as:
Θ (vi ) =

h
X

SAG (pa , vs) +

a=1

x
;
K

δ (vi ) = |hi | +

x
K

(3.9)

where h is the total number of paintings that are in vi ∩ R, x is the number of story groups covx
ered by the recommended paintings in vi . K
contributes diversity. Θ (vi ) is taken as relevance
for visitors interested in visiting fewer but most relevant paintings (i.e. paintings with high score
SAG (p, vs)). In the contrary, for those visitors that are interested in covering as many relevant
paintings as possible we use δ (vi ).
The second prevalent objective in implementing PersObj comes from the visitor’s objective
of not losing time getting lost between exhibits VisObj2. This means PersObj should find a path
with minimal cost that navigates the user from the current venue to all relevant venues and back.
This can easily be solved as the travelling salesman (TSP) problem. However, the physical layout
of the museum forces visitors to traverse more than once in some venues. Hence, we rather define
the cost of a path C(P T ) as the total sum of the travel distance between consecutive venues.
C(P T ) =

M
X

dist (vi , vi+1 )

(3.10)

i=1

Following the above discussion we get two policies to investigate in order to find an optimal path.
The first one is to maximise the relevance of the venues that are found in the path which
corresponds to VisObj1 given by:

argmax PM Θ (v ) Quality
i
i=1
P olicy1 : S(vi ) =
(3.11)
P
M
 argmax
δ (vi ) Quantity
i=1
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The second one to find the least expensive (shortest) path. This corresponds to VisObj2 that
minimises the cost of the recommended path given by:
n
PM
(3.12)
P olicy2 : argmin
i=1 dist (vi , vi+1 )
Hence, fulfilling PersObj for path recommendation requires concurrently satisfying the two
policies. Furthermore, as discussed in the problem formulation, PersObj can only be implemented in the available time frame of the visitor and visitors also have different tolerance to
crowd size. Therefore, while solving for the two policies, PersObj should respect crowd tolerance
and available time of the visitor.
The personalisation function paExhib (equation 3.1), implemented by mg finds an optimal path
P T (vs) to recommend for a visitor vs. This recommendation tries to satisfy the objectives of
vs while being influenced by crvis in terms of congestion in the physical space and the ex in
terms of layout that forces traversal more than once in some venues. Hence, the personalisation
function:
paExhib = f (vs, mg, crvis , ex) = P ersObj
for path recommendation can be implemented by solving the following MIP problem which
combines the two policies and their constraints:
!
M
X
1
paExhib = argmax
1−λ
vi ∗ S(vi ) + λvi ∗ PM
(3.13)
i=1 dist (vi , vi+1 )
i=1
S.t

R
X

T v(pi ) + T t(v) ≤ Tava ;

(3.14)

i=1

T t(v) =

PM −1
i=1

T t (vi , vi+1 )

Crs (Vi ) ≤ Crt (vs);

(3.15)

∀ Vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ M
where λ is a user provided hyperparameter that entails visitor’s tolerance to fatigue (i.e.
walking). Constraint (3.14) entails that the total estimated time for visiting (T v) and traveling
(T t) should not exceed the available time(Tava ) of the visitor. Constraint (3.15) entails that the
crowd size Crs (vi ) in every venue vi on the optimal path should not exceed the Crowd tolerance
Crt (vs) of the visitor. Our CPSS based path recommendation strategy is roughly sketched in
Algorithm 3.
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Path recommendation procedure

3.2.4
3.2.4.1

Experiments and Results
Experimental setup and Dataset

In order to evaluate the performance of our approach we conducted two kinds of experimental
evaluations. The first experiment was designed to evaluate the trained painting LDA model
in terms of its representation quality and explainability. Whereas the second experiment was
designed to assess the performance of the overall CPSS approach in terms of recommendation
quality against baselines.
In this study we used a dataset containing 2368 paintings from the National Galary of London.
Each painting is represented by a set of attributes which are summarized in Table 3.4. For
training the painting LDA model we specifically focus on painting description attribute. These
descriptions are provided by museum experts and carry complementary information about the
paintings such as stories and narratives that can be exploited to capture the semantic of a
painting. These descriptions provide concise information about each painting. For the task of
topic modeling using LDA, we decided to enrich the descriptions dataset D by concatenating
the paintings descriptions with keyword attributes such as the artist name, the painting title,
the technique used, the publication date, the format (landscape, portrait) and the size (small,
medium, etc.,) and also additional information from other sources to better train the model.
Hence we generated a second dataset DE enriched with additional textual descriptions and
stories related to the paintings, collected from various sources such as Wikipedia and books.
To avoid "garbage in, garbage out" we performed textual pre-processing on both datasets (i.e.
removal of punctuation, stop words, bi-grams, Lemmatization) as they do not add any value to
the topic models.
The paintings from the National Gallery of London were categorised into 9 curated story groups
listed in table 3.3.
Each user provided a rating for 80 paintings from the dataset to be used for profiling. All algorithms were implemented using python leveraging Gurobi 9.07 to solve the core MIP problems.
All experiments were run on a 1,4 GHz Intel CPU with 5 cores and 16 GiB of RAM.
7

https://www.gurobi.com/
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Attributes

Description

artist_name

Artist name

painting_title

Painting title

painting_id

Painting identifier

painting_description

Description

publishing_date

Publication date

format

(Landscape, Portrait)

size

(Small, Medium, Large)

technique

(Oil, tempera, ...)

Table 3.4: Attributes & descriptions of the Paintings dataset
3.2.4.2

LDA Model Evaluation

In topic modeling, Topic Coherence is a commonly used technique to evaluate topic models. It
is defined as the sum of pairwise similarity scores on the words w1 , ..., wn used to describe the
topic, usually the top n words by frequency p(w|t) [111, 167]:
Coherence =

X

Score(wi , wj )

(3.16)

i<j

Ideally, a good model should generate coherent topics. (i.e the higher the coherence score the
better the topic model is [167]). In order to identify the optimal number of topics as well as
which data set D or DE generates the best topic model, our implementation resorted the topic
coherence pipeline from gensim library8 CoherenceModel. Figure 3.8 shows the evolution of the
normalised topic coherence as a function of the number of topics for each of the two dataset.
From the analysis presented in figure 3.8 we can make two observations. Firstly, the data set

Figure 3.8: Comparative topic coherence analysis of the two data sets
DE (orange) generally gives slightly better topic coherence score and thus, a better topic model.
8
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Secondly, we can observe that with 10 topics we obtained a topic coherence of approximately 0.46
for the data set DE which is the best score for this window. Having too many topics requires
more resources as well as time for a result that is not significantly better. Thus, we decided to
limit the number of topics to 10. Generally the topic coherence scores shows that enriching the
original descriptions with additional information led to a better topic model. Hence, we chose
to work with the dataset DE instead of D.
In addition to the evaluation of the topic coherence, we visualise the topics by using a visualisation tool called pyLDAvis9 . In figure 3.9, we see each topic represented by a circle annotated
with a digit from 0 to 9. The size of the circle represents the prevalence of a topic, i.e, the popularity of a topic among the paintings. The distance represents the similarity between topics. In
fact it is an approximation to the original topic similarity because we are using a 2-dimensional
scatter plot to best represent the spatial distribution of the topics. The objective here is to have
topics that are overlapping as little as possible. With 10 topics, we can observe that the topics
are evenly popular while being sufficiently distinct from each other which was our objective here.

Figure 3.9: Inter-topic Distance Map in a 2-dimensional space of 10 topics
Recent studies in the domain of recommender systems have shown that there is direct relationship between explainability of recommendations and user acceptance [285]. Following this,
we have studied the the explainability of recommendations oby our Painting LDA model as a
side work. Details can be found in the Annex E.

9

https://pypi.org/project/pyLDAvis/
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3.2.4.3

Recommendation Quality Evaluation

To assess recommendation quality we conducted two independent controlled experiments with
real users. The first one was conducted to evaluate the pure personalised recommendation method
by LDA against the DNN based state of the art visual art recommenders [100]. Whereas the
second controlled experiment was conducted to evaluate the CPSS approach against the above
approaches as baselines. We adopted a user-centric evaluation framework [190]. This was done
through a questionnaire, where participants had to express their opinion in a five points Likert
scale to four of the following statements.

• "The recommendations match my personal preferences and interests" (Predictive accuracy);
• "The recommender helped me discover paintings I did not know before" (Novelty);
• "The recommender helped me discover surprisingly interesting paintings I might not known
otherwise." (Serendipity);
• "The recommended paintings are diverse" (Diversity).

The first experiment was conducted with 15 real users. Each user provided a rating for
80 paintings from the dataset along with preference information for diversity, crowd tolerance,
fatigue, etc. to be used for profiling. As a baseline recommender we used visual features extracted
using Residual Networks (ResNet-50) [100]. ResNet-50 is a 50-layer deep convolutional neural
network trained on more than a million images from the ImageNet database 10 . Thus, it has
learned rich feature representations for a wide range of images. We used the pre-trained ResNet50 to extract latent visual features from our painting dataset. The extracted features are then
used to identify similar paintings to user preferred ones through similar scoring mechanism used
for LDA. Figure 3.10 summarises the average values of user ratings for the two recommendation
pipelines.

Figure 3.10: Comparison of LDA Vs ResNet-50.
10
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As reported on the figure, LDA achieved significantly higher diversity values (4/5) compared
to ResNet-50 (2.3/5). This is due to the fact that the notion of similarity in LDA is directly
related to semantically dominant concepts shared among paintings. i.e. LDA also uncovers relationship between paintings that do not necessarily have a resembling visual features. Hence,
LDA captures semantic similarities that cannot be discovered through latent visual features.
This can also justify the higher values of serendipity and Novelty since LDA based recommendation can contain visually diverse but semantically related paintings. In terms of matching user
preferences, LDA also performs significantly better (4.1/5) than ResNet-50 (3.1/5). Additionally
users were asked if explanations offered by LDA helped them to better understand recommendations. Interestingly all participants responded "Yes", this shows the tendency that explainable
recommendations have a positive impact on user experience.
Following a similar setup, the second experiment was conducted with 40 real users to assess
the performance of the CPSS approach of POI recommendation. We resorted LDA and ResNet50
as baseline recommenders to compare with the CPSS approach. The results of the second
experiment are reported in Figure 3.11 in terms of average values of user ratings for the three
recommendation pipelines.

Figure 3.11: Comparison of ResNet-50, LDA and CPSS.
As reported on Figure 3.11, the CPSS approach achieved significantly higher diversity values
(3.9/5) compared to LDA (3.6/5) and ResNet-50 (2.3/5). This can be attributed to the introduction of popularity bias and fair story selection strategy employed in the CPSS algorithm.
LDA performs slightly lower than CPSS but shows significantly better performance compared
to ResNet-50 in terms of diversity. This shows that the LDA based recommendation contains
visually diverse but semantically related paintings. Since we also used LDA in the CPSS method
as a first layer scoring function it also contributes to the higher diversity in the CPSS approach
together with the popularity and fairness biases. This can also justify the higher values of
serendipity and Novelty. In terms of prediction accuracy (i.e matching user’s preferences) LDA
performed better than CPSS and ResNet-50. Although in CPSS we considered the influence of
the other stakeholders in the system (i.e crowd and curator), optimising for multiple objectives
did not cause a significant worsening of performance accuracy (4.5/5) to (4.2/5). The slightly
lower accuracy of CPSS can be attributed to the popularity and fairness bias compared to LDA
and ResNet-50 whose objective solely optimises for user preferences. We also observed that
this is significantly better than ResNet-50 (3.1/5). This supports our analysis from the first
experiment which deduced that the exploration of textual descriptions of paintings with LDA
empowers visual art recommenders to revel hidden semantic relationships among paintings.
In all experiments computational cost was measured to an average of 2 seconds for solving
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both MIP problems to generate a path with a list of recommendations. This is fast enough given
the size of the search space. Furthermore, participants were asked if the CPSS recommendations
were acceptable relative to LDA and ResNet-50. Interestingly 95% of the participants responded
"Yes". This shows that the compromise to concurrently satisfy the goals of the curator and
visitors was reasonable. In general the reported results in our experiment illustrate that the
multi-stakeholder approach is a promising direction to pursue for personalisation in such CPSS
settings.

3.2.5

Discussion

In this case study, we presented a personalised recommendation and guidance method
for smart exhibition areas that implements our approach for personalisation in CPSS proposed in chapter 2. Thus, it adopts the general problem formulation (equation 2.14) to the
specific case of exhibition areas (equation 3.1) and uses the CPSS meta-model to design the
scenario. This in particular has given better visibility for the variables and their properties to
be considered for personalisation. Utilising these, we were able to implement personalisation in
exhibition areas from a multi-stakeholder perspective by solving a constrained multi-objective
optimisation problem. The case study illustrates some of the common challenges of
personalisation in CPSS environments like exhibition areas such as ensuring quality
of user experience, managing crowd and meeting curator goals, etc., which are often
co-existing objectives but not always complementing each other.
Unlike classical methods which solely focus on user satisfaction, our approach tries to jointly
satisfy the objectives of users’ as well as curators. Results obtained from a user centric evaluation
in section 3.2.4.3 indicate that despite departing from solely optimising for user satisfaction
recommendations made by the CPSS approach were acceptable for users. Hence, we can deduce
from these results that a multi-stakeholder approach to personalisation in CPSS is a
promising direction. It not only compares favourably against baselines (ResNet-50
and LDA) but also allows to better manage the environment as it tries to make the
best possible compromises between coexisting objectives of stakeholders. Although
our method offers POIs recommendations and and optimal path, the dynamic nature of the
environment imposes more challenges as the visit commences. For instance variations in crowd
size, closure of certain venues or the deviation of the user form the recommended path due
to unknown reasons, etc. Thus, tracking real time constraints and updating recommendations
accordingly could be feasible extensions of the work.
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3.3
3.3.1

Personalisation in Cobotics
Introduction

Together with advances in Industry 4.0 the use of collaborative robots (Cobots) has become
a common trend in various sectors. For instance in the case of smart manufacturing systems,
factories are often organised as job shops. In the production line we have engineers, operators
and maintenance technicians that are skilled and able to perform tasks on different machines.
In this settings, Cobots are often introduced at job shops to collaborate with the workers in
order to improve efficiency. Thus, forming a system where humans and smart devices cohabit a
physical and virtual space of interaction; a CPSS. However, Cobots are often programmed to only
execute predefined tasks. Hence, they are not able to seamlessly adapt to dynamic responses of
human workers and environmental changes. This can potentially degrades collaboration quality
and could also compromise the safety of human workers. By introducing personalisation in
this case study, we set out to contribute mechanisms that will enable cobots to learn complex
interaction responses of a human as well as to detect and adapt to dynamic environmental
changes. Particularly this case study illustrates a personalised adaptation of a cobot in a smart
workshop setting. To do this, we resort to the problem formulation strategy for personalisation
in CPSS proposed in chapter 2. Similar to the first case study we utilised the CPSS meta-model
to first frame the scenario, identify important variables, their respective objectives and influential
factors as well as their relationship and inter-dependencies. Subsequently, we choose a suitable
implementation method depending on the properties of the identified variables.

3.3.2

Problem formulation

In this case study, we focus on a scenario of a smart workshop comprising a set of workers,
machines and a cobot working collaboratively with one of the workers. The case of personalisation
we consider is the adaptation of the cobot behaviour to the human working with it. In such smart
workshops, workers are P SS, interacting with a cobot and other (smart) devices (CP(S)S) that
are independent or embedded in the physical space around them. This forms a SoS, because the
interacting systems (at minimum, the worker, the cobot and the smart devices) exist on their
own and are connected together only for some production task. The smart workshop is at least
a CPS, when there are only RP relations between the humans (PSS ) and the cobot or other
devices (CPS). When a social feature is added to at least the cobot or one of the device with
which a worker interacts, it becomes a CPSS (axiom 2.4), and an RS relation can therefore exist
with a worker. According to axiom 2.12, the smart workshop can then be qualified as a CPSSoS.
Hence, adopting equation 2.14 the personalisation function in cobotics can be given by:
paCob = f (w, cb, tw, ws)

(3.17)

where, w is a worker (the target user of personalisation), cb is the cobot implementing the
personalisation function, tw is a team of coworkers forming a crowd and ws is the smart workshop.
This allows us to partially instantiate the CPSS meta-model in figure 3.12 for the case study
and detail the properties of the variables that need to considered to implement the personalisation.
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Figure 3.12: Partial instanciation of the CPSS meta-model in the context of smart workshop
Figure 3.12 shows classes of systems involved in the personalisation of our case study. For
modelling convenience, only attributes involved in the personalisation implementation are detailed. Systemic properties represented by classes in the systemic model (Fig. 2.2) are displayed
also as attributes, except for the objectives and the personalisation function. As personalisation
concerns specific individuals, variables concern instances of these classes. Hence, w is an instance
of the Worker class, cb is an instance of Cobot, tw is an instance of TeamOfworkers and ws is
an instance of SmartWorkshop.
The RS between a Worker and Cobot leads to the emergence of a CP SSoS (axiom 2.5)
which we called WorkerCobot. The social relations RS between the coworkers (PSS) leads to
the emergence of a P SSoS which we call a TeamOfworkers (axiom 2.11). Finally we have the
SmartWorkshop which is a CP SSoS formed from those social relations. Although the attributes
of WorkerCobot and SmartWorkshop are not listed in the model, both inherit a merging list of
attributes through the «weak emergence». Below we detail the main objectives that we consider
for the personalisation function:
 ProdObj: is the global production objective of the smart workshop.
 ProdObj1: is an objective of the worker to accomplish a production task.
 ProdObj2: is an objective of the cobot to accomplish a production task assigned to it.
 PersObj: is the personalisation objective implemented by the cobot. This includes regulating the temperature and brightness of the workshop to match the preference of the
worker, to adapt its working speed to the fatigue level of worker as well as to track the
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emotional states of the worker during collaboration and notify when detecting certain conditions that affect the worker’s ability to operate such as stress, anger and anxiety.
• PersObj for Cobotic adaptation:
To implement PersObj the cobot should take appropriate actions corresponding to the
changing states of temperature, illumination, physical and emotional state of the worker.
These are four sub-objectives that the cobot need to satisfy in a synchronised manner.
This is constrained by several factors within the workshop. For instance, the actions of
the worker, the cobot and other coworkers performing different tasks in the workshop for
the fulfilment of ProdObj, ProdObj1 and ProdObj2, such as cutting wood, welding metal,
boiling materials, etc., can potentially causes temperature and illumination to fluctuate
which influences the user preferences and hence, constrain PerfObj. Additionally, rules
and delivery deadlines of the SmartWorkshop or other personal issues might cause stress
on the worker and hence, influencing PersObj. This requires persObj to find an optimal
operational policy for the cobot that enables it to take appropriate action in order to satisfy
the four objectives concurrently. Thus, implementing a personalised adaptation in this
setting is essentially satisfying multiple objectives that are influenced by several factors.
The successful implementation of PersObj entails that the social relation RS between
worker and cobot is enhanced since the worker’s unique personal needs are recognised by
the cobot.
Having defined the scenario for implementing personalisation in smart workshop setting from
a general perspective, in the next subsection we present details on our implementation choice
fitting the context and mathematical translations of the problem formulation in equation 3.17.
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3.3.3

Implementation

In this particular scenario of a smart workshop PersObj is implemented by the cobot interacting
with a worker. This essentially means enabling the cobot to understand and reason dynamic
human interaction responses and adapt to changing needs accordingly. These are emotional
responses such as stress, anger and anxiety as well as physical responses in terms of muscle
fatigue. Implementing this however is not a trivial task as it requires relaxing the control rules
and training cobots to derive efficient representations of the humans state from high-dimensional
sensory inputs, and use these to generalize past experience to new situations. Such kinds of
challenging tasks are remarkably solved by humans and other animals through a harmonious
combination of reinforcement learning(RL) and hierarchical sensory processing systems, [208, 77].
This in particular has inspired the development of several RL algorithms over the years, [170] used
for training agents to perform complicated tasks. RL allows agents to learn by exploring their
environment unlike supervised methods which require collecting huge amount of data and harder
to train with continuous action space. This makes RL a suitable candidate for implementing
personalised adaptation of cobots. Thus, by taking this inspiration we extend the formalisation
in equation 3.17 and reformulate the task of personalisation in cobotics as an RL task.
3.3.3.1

Personalised Adaptation as a Reinforcement Learning task

In RL, agents interact with their environment through a sequence of observations, actions and
rewards [259]. At a given time an agent takes observation (i.e.information about the state of
the environment) and takes an action that will maximise a long term reward. The agent then
observes the consequence of the action on the state of the environment and the associated reward.
It then continues to make decisions about which actions to take in a fashion that maximises the
cumulative future reward. This can be done by learning an action value function given by:
"
∗

Q (s, a) = max E
π

#
X

t

γ rt |s0 = s, a0 = a, π ,

(3.18)

t>0

which is the maximum sum of rewards rt discounted by γ at each time step t, achievable by a
policy π = p(a | s), after making an observation of (s) and taking an action (a). This means that
RL agents operate based on a policy π to approximate Q-values(state-action pairs) that maximise
a future reward. The details on RL formulation and Q-learning are discussed in (Annex F).
Adopting this to the context of cobotics, the cobot corresponds to the agent which operates
based on a policy π and the environment corresponds to the smart workshop which is a CPSS
containing a worker (target user of personalisation), the cobot itself, the team of workers, other
context elements (i.e. devices and objects). The state of the environment st at any time step t
is a combination of the states of the main entities in the workshop (i.e. state of the worker sw
t ,
state of the team of workers stw
,
and
state
of
any
context
element
that
has
an
impact
on
the
t
worker sxt i ). Similarly the action at taken by the cobot can be one or a combination of other
actions according to the states of the respective entities depending on the scenario. The reward
rt the cobot receives for taking an action at is the total sum of the rewards deemed appropriate
for the corresponding states of the main entities (rt = rtw + rttw + rtxi + ...). In RL reward
values play a crucial role in guiding the exploratory behaviour of the agent (i.e. the Cobot in our
case). Since the main objective of personalisation here is enabling the Cobot to make informed
decisions and take actions adapting to needs of the worker, rtw should be prioritised. Doing so,
the cobot should not cause significant harm on the functioning of the other entities. This will
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be regulated by the rewards associated with the co-existing entities (rttw , rtxi , etc.) . Figure 3.13
illustrates the problem of personalistion in cobotics as an RL task.

Figure 3.13: Personalisation in Cobotics as an RL task
At each step the approximation of the optimal Q-value function Q∗ will be refined by enforcing
the "Bellman equation" [259] given by:


∗
∗ 0 0
Q (s, a) = Es0 ∼ε r + γ max
Q (s , a )|s, a ,
(3.19)
0
a

which states that given any state-action pair s and a the maximum cumulative reward achieved
0
is the sum of the reward for that pair r plus the value of the next state we end up with s . The
0
0
0
0
value at state s is going to be the maximum over actions a at Q∗ (s , a ). Thus the optimal
policy π ∗ corresponds to taking the best action in any state as specified by Q∗ . In this iterative
process the Bellman equation is used as a value iteration algorithm which iteratively refines Q∗ :


0
0
Qi+1 (s, a) = E r + γ max
Qi (s , a )|s, a ,
(3.20)
0
a

Qi converges to Q∗ as i approaches to infinity.
To implement PersObj in Cobotics we are interested in finding an optimal policy on which
the cobot operates on in order to adapt by taking the best possible action given the state of
tw xi
workshop (i.e. sw
t , st ,st ).
Following this, the task of training personalised adaptation in cobots can be summarised as
follows. Recalling the schematic from figure 3.13 the environment of the cobot is a CP SSoS
which is a smart workshop. Since workers in such settings experience mental as well as physical
workloads they often produce a subjective experience and respond differently depending on
individual skills, characters, preferences, etc. The state of a worker here refers to the interaction
responses which are fatigue level and emotional states. Thus, the personalisation objective is to
adapt to the current state of the worker sw
t as well as to his preferences regarding different states
of the workshop particularly temperature and illumination which can be impacted by stw
t or any
other context element sxt i . Thus, PersObj in this situation corresponds to an finding an optimal
operational policy π ∗ = p(a | s) for the cobot to take the best possible set of actions a (regulating
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temperature and illumination, adapt working speed and generate notification) given any state s
of the the workshop. This corresponds to satisfying multiple objectives that are under constant
influence ;essentially a constrained multi-objective optimisation problem as defined in equation
2.16.
As we recall from the MOOP formulation of equation 2.16 and demonstrated in the implementation of the fist case study, the list of objectives and constraints naturally lead to a MIP
equation. However, unlike the first case study the nature of the problem in this case study,
especially the constraints which are partially observable consequences of different actions of the
co-existing entities and the environment forces us to depart from the classical MOOP solution
methods. Hence, the personalisation function pacob (equation 3.17) implemented by cb to adapt
to the needs of w regulating the impact of tw and ws on the w is given by:
pacob = f (w, cb, tw, ws) = PersObj

(3.21)

pacob = π ∗ = p(a | s)
Thus, utilising the Q-learning mechanism we can train a cobot to learn a reasonable policy of
adaptation. However, when modelling a more realistic scenario where we have infinite observation
and action spaces this method becomes computationally expensive. This is due to the fact that
one must compute Q(s, a) for every state-action pair in order to select the best action. In recent
RL works this issue has been addressed by using a function approximator such as a neural
network to approximate the action-value function. Q(s, a; θ) ≈ Q∗ (s, a) where θ is the function
parameters (weights) of a neural network. Deep Q-learning is one of the most commonly used
techniques to approximate optimal action-value functions using a deep neural network. Thus, in
an effort to build a scalable adaptation technique we resort to neural networks as our Q function
approximateors. In the following we present our proposed personalised adaptation method with
deep reinforcement learning.
3.3.3.2

Personalised Adaptation with Deep Reinforcement Learning

The idea of using neural networks as a function approximators for a reinforcement learning task
was originally proposed by Mnih et al. 2013 [157]. In the original paper the authors used
convolutional networks labelled DQN for Deep Q-networks. DQN later evolved and proved to
solve various complicated tasks with the help of different techniques such as experience replay,
target networks and reward clipping [156, 214, 215, 44, 19]. Inspired by the practicality of such
methods we define our Q-function approximator using a neural network. This means in the
forward pass of the network we use a loss function which tries to minimise the error of the
Bellman equation. (i.e determines how far Q(s, a) is from the target Q∗ (s, a) given by:


Li (θi ) = Es,a∼ρ(.) (yi − Q(s, a; θi ))2
(3.22)
h
i
0
0
where, yi = Es0 ∼ε r + γ maxa0 Q(s , a ; θi−1 )|s, a
The backward pass is then going to be a gradient update with respect to the Q-function
parameters θ given by:
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(3.23)

Using this network structure a single feed forward pass is able to computes Q-values for all
possible actions in the current state which is efficient. Thus, to train a cobot it iteratively tires
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to make the Q-value close to the target value (yi ) it should have, if Q-fuction corresponds to
optimal Q∗ (and the optimal policy π ∗ ).
The personalised adaptation task requires the cobot to take one or more actions depending
on the specific circumstances. For instance a cobot can be regulating temperature and brightness
while at the same time steering a wheel at an angle which requires a certain level of precision.
The pure DQN method with a single neural network allows training single actions at a time with
discrete values. However our adaptation task at times could require taking multiple actions with
continuous values. Therefore, to solve our adaptation task we utilised a variation of DQN called
Actor-Critic method which combines DQN with Deep Deterministic Policy-Gradient Algorithms
(DDPG) [137]. This method uses two neural networks one for approximating a policy p(a|s)
which is the actor network and one for computing Q-values which is the critic Network. The two
networks work together to find out how to best act in the environment. The actor network takes
as an input states from the environment and computes the probability of selecting each actions.
Where as the critic takes as input both the states and the predicted actions by the actor and
determines how good each action is by computing the Q-values. Then the result is compared
to the reward from the environment. Overtime, the critic becomes more accurate at estimating
the values of states which allows the actor to select actions that lead to those states. These two
networks complementing each other allow the cobot to learn optimal adaptation policy.

3.3.4
3.3.4.1

Experiments and Results
Experimental setup

In order to validate our approach, we conducted two main kinds of experimental evaluations. The
first experiment was conducted to evaluate the adaptation of cobot to a single state observation
e.g. regulating temperature, brightness. The second experiment evaluates the adaptation of
cobot to multiple state observation by taking multiple actions which simulates a more realistic
scenario. In our implementation we considered four parameters for our observation which are
temperature, illumination, emotional and physical states of the worker. Here, temperature and
illumination are environmental variables for which the worker can have a certain preference
range. However, they are often subject to fluctuation as they can be impacted by the actions of
other workers or the state of other entities in the workshop such as opening of doors/windows,
boiling of some materials causing the workshop temperature and illumination to deviate from
the user preferred range. For the physical state of the worker we considered muscle fatigue and
for emotional states we used a binary categorisation of emotions as desirable and undesirable
states determining if the worker is able to work or not. The cobot’s personalised adaptation task
is thus to simultaneously regulate temperature and illumination, adjust arm speed according
to the muscle fatigue of the worker and notify a supervisor if the worker is in emotionally an
unstable condition. In our implementations we used openAI gym environment11 , TensorFlow 12
and Keras 13 with python. All experiments were run on a 1,4 GHz Intel CPU with 5 cores and
16GiB of RAM.
3.3.4.2

Single-state Single-action Adaptation

In this experiment we train the agent representing the cobot to find a policy that adapts to singe
state observations and evaluate its performance. Particularly the experiment involves learning
11

https://gym.openai.com
https://www.tensorflow.org
13
https://keras.io/
12
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to regulate temperature and illumination independently.
 Learning to regulate temperature
Training setting:
• Optimal temperature range: between 23◦ c and 26◦ c.
• A single work session: 60 seconds.
• Action: Increase, decrease, leave T◦ .
• State: Temperature of workshop.
• Reward: 1 if temperature is in optimal range -1 if temperature is outside the optimal range.
• Noise: Random
• Goal: maintain temperature in optimal range
The cobot gets a reading of current temperature of the workshop every step. ( i.e. 60 times
in a single work session). In every step it chooses to increase, to decrease or to leave the temperature as it is and it gets a reward for these actions. The random noise simulates perturbations
causing the temperature to fluctuate. Learning an optimal policy here essentially means selecting
those actions that maximise the cumulative long term reward. Thus, the rewards guide the cobot
to take actions that lead towards the optimal temperature. If an optimal policy is eventually
learned by the cobot the maximum amount of reward that can be achieved is +60 whereas the
minimum amount of achievable reward is -60 in case of failure.
 Learning to regulate illumination
Training setting:
• Optimal illumination range: between 56 and 60.
• A single work session: 60 seconds.
• Action: Increase, decrease, leave as is.
• State: Illumination of workshop.
• Reward: 1 if Illumination is in optimal range -1 if it’s outside the optimal range.
• Noise: Random
• Goal: maintain illumination in optimal range
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Similar to the temperature regulation training the cobot gets a reading of current illumination of the workshop every step. ( i.e. 60 times in a single work session). In every step it chooses
to increase, to decrease or to leave the brightness as it is and it gets a reward for these actions.
Thus, the rewards guide the cobot to take actions that lead towards the optimal illumination in
the workshop. If an optimal policy is eventually learned by the cobot the maximum amount of
reward that can be achieved is +60 where as the minimum amount of achievable reward is -60
in case of failure.
Our Q-network architecture uses 2 hidden layers with 24 dense nodes each and relu activation. We used Adam optimiser to train the models. Figure 3.14a and 3.14b report the learning
curves for temperature and illumination respectively plotted in terms of average reward(y-axis)
against training episodes(x-axis).

(a) Temperature

(b) Illuminations

Figure 3.14: Single-state Single-action learning curve.
As we can see on the figures the cobot struggles at the very beginning of the training with
negative rewards since it stars by selecting random actions. However, it eventually starts to
learn the policy. Figure 3.15a and 3.15b show the performance of the two models after 10 million
steps of training on 20 test work sessions. As reported the cobot managed to correctly set the
temperature and illuminations in the desired ranges in almost all cases thus, it gets an average
reward of 60 per episode. In few cases such as in episode 5,7,8,12,14,17 and 19 for temperature
and episode 1,4,9 for illumination it failed few times as a result it gets an average episodic
reward of 58. Overall it gets an average cumulative reward of 59.3 for temperature and 59.7 for
ilumination over the 20 test work sessions which is a reasonably good performance. Hence, these
experiments show that we can successfully train a reasonable policy of adaptation for single state
observations using deep reinforcement learning.
3.3.4.3

Multi-state Multi-action Adaptation

In this experiment we simulate a realistic scenario of smart workshop by training a cobot to
simultaneously adapt to multiple state observations using the actor-critic method. Our observation states are temperature, illumination, muscle fatigue and emotional state. We keep similar
training settings for temperature and illumination as the singe-state single-action experiment.
For muscle fatigue we have 3 possible states (fit, intermediate and weak) and the training goal
is to adapt working speed by taking the actions (increase, decrease or leave as is) in order to
maintain the speed within the desired range for the current state. Whereas for emotional states
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(a) Temperature

(b) Illuminations

Figure 3.15: Single-state Single-action model performance.
we have two categories of emotional states, positive and negative. These are related to conditions
that affect the worker’s ability to operate such as stress, anger and anxiety. The goal regarding
emotional states is to train the cobot to detect whenever the worker plunges into negative emotional states and notify a supervisor. Reward values were set to +1 for success and -1 for failure.
Hence, in the training the cobot gets a reading of the current states for all the four parameters
(i.e. 60 time per single work session). In every step it chooses to take four different actions
simultaneously depending on the states observed. Consequently it receives a reward for each
action either +1 or -1 for success and failure respectively. Learning an optimal policy here essentially means in the next step taking actions that will maximise the cumulative reward. Thus, if
an optimal operational policy is eventually reached, the maximum achievable reward in a single
work session is going to be +240 where as in case of failure the minimum amount of achievable
reward is -240.
Our actor-critic network uses 2 hidden layers with 300 and 600 hidden units respectively.
We used Adam optimiser [31] to train the models. Figure 3.16 reports the learning curve for
multi-state multi-action training plotted in terms of average reward(y-axis) against training
episodes(x-axis).

Figure 3.16: Multi-state Multi-action learning curve.
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As we can see from the figure the cobot eventually picked up on learning the optimal policy
for the multi-state observations. However, a common limitation is longer training time and also
DQN policies are known to be brittle as we keep updating gradient descent on global optimum,
thus the learning curve often fluctuates as it can be seen on the figure. Its performance can be
further improved by better tuning hyperparameters and resorting different variations of the actorcritic method that have shown better performance in different application areas such as Multiagent Actor-critic which uses a centralised critic [201]. Although our model is not the perfect
representation of a complex cobotic workshop setting the goal of this study is to illustrate the
feasibility of the approach. Hence, from these experiments we can deduce that deep reinforcement
learning has the potential to empower personalisation in cobotic environments by training cobots
that can adapt to changing needs of workers.

3.3.5

Discussion

In this case study, we focused on designing a personalised adaptation technique that
can be implemented on a cobot in a smart workshop setting. We utilised the CPSS
meta-model from section 2.2.3 to instantiate and frame the scenario. We translated the general
formulation of personalisation in CPSS equation 2.14 to the cobotics setting in equation 3.17.
This allowed us to visualise and model components that have an impact on the target user
of personalisation. Unlike recommendations in the first case study, the personalisation task in
this case is the adaptation of a cobot to various needs of worker in a constrained environment.
This requires the cobot to derive efficient representations of the human workers and the state
of different components in the environment from high-dimensional sensory inputs. And use
these to generalise past experience to new situations in order to adapt. Taking inspiration form
recent successes in the domain of reinforcement learning we frame the personalisation goal as a
reinforcement learning task. As the experimental simulation illustrate in section 3.3.4 we were
able to train optimal operational policies for cobotic adaptation by resorting deep reinforcement
learning techniques. This allows training a cobot to recognise and adapt to the personal needs
of a worker. Particularly, the results on multi-state multi-task adaptation indicate the potential
of this approach to personalisation in cobotic environments as it allows to concurrently satisfy
to multiple goals. Hence, such cobotic systems where human-machine collaborations are solely
focused on predefined task executions can make use of our approach to enhance collaboration
experience. Consequently, it fosters the creation of digitised collaborative working environments
where individual preferences, interests limitations and opportunities are realised.

3.4

Conclusion

The introduction of a social aspect in the CPSS paradigm has unlocked a number of research
challenges. This "social" part inspired from social interactions is rooted in the process where the
behaviours of one actor are consciously recognised by, and influence the behaviours of, another
actor, and vice versa. Here, the original actors being humans, what qualifies such interaction as
social is rather complex. This is inherently associated to specific human characteristics deeply
ingrained in emotional, cognitive and behavioural facets. Furthermore, a coherent patterning and
integration of such facets overtime shapes the personality of individuals making people distinctive
from one another adds another layer of complexity. As Ortony [180] states a glimpse into this
complexity can be seen by answering the questions of why some people become angry, while
others become frightened or depressed in response to similar threats, and why some become elated
while others seem unaffected when given the same rewards. Although these questions are yet to
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be answered fully, they clearly show the pivotal role of personality in determining individuals
experience in social interactions. When considering human-to-human social interaction, it is
apparent that the quality of the interaction is subject to how well the individuals know each
other. Indeed, if one knows the other person’s preferences, behaviour, likes and dislikes it is
more convenient to respond appropriately in a social context. The same is true in humanmachine interaction. This is because each person is unique and his/her actions and behaviours
are guided by individual personality ( i.e knowledge, preferences, interests, culture, beliefs, etc.)
Hence, in the context of CPSS the need to ensure a seamless interaction experience positions the
concept of personalisation or adaptation of the systems to users at the heart of the paradigm.
As discussed in Chapter 2, we introduced the notion of personalisation in CPSS to address
these unique aspects of personality in facilitating human-CPS interaction. Thus, to enhance user
experience by recognising individual preferences, interests, limitations and opportunities. Nevertheless, in CPSS users co-exist with different stakeholders influencing each other while being
influenced by different environmental factors. Additionally, these environments often have their
own desired goals and corresponding set of rules in place expecting people to behave in certain
ways. Hence, in such settings classical approaches to personalisation which solely optimise for
user satisfaction are often encumbered by competing objectives and environmental constraints
making the task of personalisation rather challenging. The CPSS-specific personalisation approach proposed in chapter 2 was aimed to address this challenge highlighted in Limitation 3.
In this chapter, we presented two case studies of personalisation in CPSS environments by applying the proposed approach. The first case study presents personalisation as a recommendation
task whereas the second showcases personalised adaptation. The case studies have demonstrated
the potential of the approach to implement personalisation in CPSS. In both case-studies we
showcased the multi-objective nature of the problem. Particularly, in the first case study we
addressed a recommendation task by solving a constrained multi-objective optimisation problem
using a MIP solver. Whereas in the second case study the adaptation task involves finding optimal operational policy for multiple actions. Here, the multi-objective optimisation problem was
solved using Deep Reinforcement learning. In general the results of the two case studies illustrate that our personalisation approach utilising the systemic view of CPSS can be adopted in
different domains of CPSS. The experimental results of the case-studies, especially user feedback
on the recommendations indicate that the personalisation approach indeed manages to deliver
personalisation while handling the CPSS complexities. This shows that, through personalisation
we can empower machines to recognise and address unique aspects of personality in human-CPS
interactions.
Furthermore, the proposed CPSS specific personalisation approach establishes a common
ground to further investigate and integrate feasible implementation strategies from various domains to enhance user experiences in CPSS. This also opens possibilities to leverage successful results from fields that investigate human dynamics such as Cognitive science, behavioural
science, affect/emotion recognition and related sub-fields of artificial intelligence (AI). As mentioned in the second case study, workers experience mental as well as physical workloads for
which they often produce a subjective experience and respond differently depending on individual skills,characters, preferences, etc. Such responses are often hard to directly detect and
analyse. Nevertheless, thanks to the advances made in artificial intelligence emotional, cognitive and behavioural states of humans can now be inferred by physiological response monitoring
with a reasonably good accuracy [63]. Thus, such algorithms can be leveraged as an underlining
technique of our approach to iteratively infer states of the worker while tackling the problem of
finding the best personalised action through an optimal policy given observation states.
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Consequently, the CPSS-specific personalisation approach demonstrated through the case
studies, answers the second research question (RQ2) by opening new perspectives and contributes both to the fields of CPSS, and Personalisation/User Modelling/ Recommender Systems
where applications to the physical world have gained momentum.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and Future Directions
4.1

Conclusion

In this thesis, we propose a systemic formalisation of the Cyber-Physical-Social System (CPSS)
paradigm and a personalisation approach to contribute to the integration of social aspects in
CPSS. In this chapter we revisit the research problems, the state-of-the-art limitations as well
as an overview of our contributions. Finally we conclude with a discussion on perspectives and
future research directions.

4.1.1

Summary of the thesis

In chapter 1 we conducted a systematic literature review and explored the broad spectrum of
CPSS from its evolution to state-of-the-art perspectives. Particularly, we explored the various
definitions, application areas and the conceptualisations of the social aspect in literature. The
analysis revealed that the way of defining a CPSS has always been inconsistent and often use-case
dependent. As a result, researchers often adopt their own definitions and design methodologies
fitting to their particular use-cases which hinders the re-usability and domain adaptability of
research works.
Furthermore, the analysis on the current conceptualisations of the social aspect are tied to the
presence of human at the vicinity of Cyber-Physical Systems either being a source of information
or consuming a service. Nevertheless, with the ultimate goal of anthropomorphiseing human CPS
interaction, a deeper representation of social aspects in machines remains vital for CPSS. We
also understand from literature that the social aspect is something deeply ingrained in emotional,
cognitive and behavioural facets of humans. Additionally the uniqueness of humans’ personality
plays a pivotal role in determining individual interaction experience. This is shaped over time
through experience, knowledge and several other factors inextricably entangled with these social
facets. Hence, positioning the notion of personalisation at the heart of the CPSS paradigm.
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These findings led us to position the contribution of the thesis to particularly address the
following limitations.
• Limitation 1:
CPSS concept.

The lack of a uniform understanding and a proper formalisation of the

• Limitation 2:

The lack of a comprehensive representation of social aspects in CPSS.

• Limitation 3: The lack of efficient approaches to tackle the problem of personalisation
in CPSS by taking into account the overall systemic complexity.
In order to address the identified limitations and develop our contribution, we formulated
two research questions:
• RQ 1:

How to formally present the notion of Cyber-Physical-Social System (CPSS)?.

• RQ 2:
How to make human-CPS interaction more anthropomorphic in CPSS? Can
personalisation bring a first step towards this?.
In chapter 2 we presented the main contributions of the thesis. Primarily we proposed a formalisation to the notion of CPSS which captures the existing conceptualisation in literature and
projects a view for the future developments of the paradigm. The formalisation mainly constitutes a generic definition of CPSS and a meta-model proposal. This offers a domain independent
understanding of the concept. Hence, it opens opportunities in the CPSS research domain to
propose solutions that can pave the way towards a seamless integration of social aspects in CPSS.
This contributes to address the identified research challenges in Limitation 1 and Limitation
2, while answering our first research question (RQ1) on how to formally present the notion of
CPSS.
Secondly, we introduced the notion of personalisation in CPSS by resorting the proposed
systemic formalisation as a basis. In particular, we proposed a problem formulation strategy
to implement personalisation in a CPSS context that takes into account the overall complexity.
This partially contributes to the identified research challenge in Limitation 3 and strategically
positions our research to answer the second research question (RQ2).
Finally, in chapter 3 we presented two independent case studies which instantiate the CPSS
meta-model and the CPSS-specific personalisation method proposed in chapter 2. In the first
case study we presented a personalised recommendation and guidance approach in the context of
smart exhibition areas, whereas in the second one we implemented personalisation as adaptation
of collaborative robots (Cobots) in the context of a smart workshop setting. The design and
implementations of the case studies illustrated the domain independent usability of the proposed
formalisation of CPSS. Furthermore, they showcase the benefits, challenges and opportunities
created by the proposed approach to introduce personalisation in CPSS.
The experimental results of the case-studies, especially user feedback on the recommendations indicate that the personalisation approach indeed manages to deliver personalisation while
handling the CPSS complexities. Thus, it establishes a common ground to further investigate
and integrate feasible implementation strategies from various domains to enhance user experiences in CPSS. Consequently, it answers the second research question (RQ2) by opening new
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perspectives and contributes both to the fields of CPSS, and Personalisation/User Modelling/
Recommender Systems where applications to the physical world have gained momentum.
The specific contributions in this thesis with referenced publications are:
 A systematic literature review and a systemic formalisation of CPSS with a meta-model.
– Bereket Abera Yilma, Hervé Panetto, and Yannick Naudet. "Systemic formalisation of Cyber-Physical-Social System (CPSS) : A systematic literature review". In
Computers in Industry, Volume 129 :103458, April 2021.
– Bereket Abera Yilma, Hervé Panetto, and Yannick Naudet. "A Meta-Model of
Cyber-Physical-Social System:The CPSS paradigm to support Human-Machine collaboration in Industry 4.0,". In the proceedings of the 20th Working Conference on
Virtual Enterprises (PRO-VE 2019), Turin, Italy, September 2019.
– Bereket Abera Yilma, Yannick Naudet and Hervé Panetto. "A New Paradigm and
Meta-Model for Cyber-Physical-Social Systems,". In the proceedings of the 21st IFAC
World Congress in Berlin, Germany, July 2020.
 A novel formalisation to the general problem of personalisation in Cyber-Physical-Social
Systems.
– Bereket Abera Yilma, Yannick Naudet and Hervé Panetto. "Introduction to
Personalisation in Cyber-Physical-Social Systems,". In the proceedings of the 13th
OTM/IFAC/IFIP International Workshop on Enterprise Integration, Interoperability
and Networking (EI2N 2018) Valletta, Malta, October 2018.
 A novel personalisation approach by utilising the general formalisation on a case study of
personalised Recommendation and Guidance in the context of smart exhibition areas.
– Bereket Abera Yilma, Yannick Naudet and Hervé Panetto. "Personalisation
in Cyber-Physical-Social Systems: A Multi-stakeholder aware Recommendation and
Guidance,". In the proceedings of the 29th ACM Conference on User Modeling,
Adaptation and Personalization (UMAP ’21), June 2021, Utrecht, Netherlands.
– Bereket Abera Yilma, Najib Aghanda, M. Romero, Yannick Naudet and Hervé
Panetto. "Personalised Visual Art Recommendation by Learning Latent Semantic
Representations,". In the proceedings of the 15th International Workshop on Semantic and Social Media Adaptation and Personalisation (SMAP 2020), Zakynthos,
Greece(Virtual) October 2020.
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– Yannick Naudet, Bereket Abera Yilma and Hervé Panetto. "Personalisation in
Cyber Physical and Social Systems: the Case of Recommendations in Cultural Heritage Spaces,". In the proceedings of the 13th International Workshop on Semantic
and Social Media Adaptation and Personalisation (SMAP 2018) Zaragoza, Spain,
September 2018.
 A novel personalisation approach by utilising the general formalisation on a case study of
personalised adaptation of collaborative robots (Cobots) in the context of smart workshop
setting.
– Bereket Abera Yilma, Yannick Naudet and Hervé Panetto. "Towards a Personalisation Framework for Cyber-Physical-Social System (CPSS)". In the proceedings
of the 17th IFAC Symposium on Information Control Problems in Manufacturing
(INCOM 2021), Budapest, Hungary(Virtual), June 2021.
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4.1.2

Perspectives and Future Directions

In this era of digitisation, where virtual workplaces are becoming a common trend, the popular
opinion, and fear is that machines will continue to take ever larger portions of human work
activities eventually replacing us. Despite, the progressive changes especially in industry 4.0
seem to imply that we are on track towards full automation, there are still a wide range of opportunities to reimagine digital workplaces in the context of human-machine collaboration. As
opposed to a race against one another we can redesign these systems blending human-machine
participation to perform far more efficiently than either could individually. The ultimate vision
of the CPSS paradigm shares this notion of fostering a seamless human-machine collaboration by
instrumenting the human and socialising the machine [39]. Nowadays as more and more people
are becoming users of wearables and sensory devices, the leap in the concept of "quantified self"
opens opportunities to instrument humans by taking advantage of the humongous amount of
collected data.
Although humans are still being instrumented for various purposes in the realm of CPSS,
extrapolating true social dynamics for the socialisation of machines is yet to be explored. The
work presented in thesis aims at contributing to make a step in this direction. Having established
a vision for the future of CPSS, the formalisation reveals that the current conceptualisations are
not where they need to be to arrive at the required level of maturity. At this point we can say that
the lack of a common understanding and a comprehensive means of representing social aspects in
CPSS (Limitation 1 and Limitation 2) are no more issues. Thanks to the systemic formalisation, a stepping stone is established towards a collaborative and multidisciplinary research space.
Going forward the formalisation and the meta-model are believed to facilitate the sharing and
re-usability of successful results across various domains and application areas of CPSS . Thus,
opening opportunities for multidisciplinary efforts to gradually introduce social aspects in CPSS
research. Furthermore, the proposed approach to introduce personalisation in CPSS also opens
new perspectives and contributes both to the fields of CPSS, and Personalisation/User Modelling/ Recommender Systems where applications to the physical world have gained momentum.
Thus, alleviating (Limitation 3). This strategically positions CPSS to benefit from innovative
and multidisciplinary solutions in tackling social dynamics. Therefore, we are optimistic that
relying on the premises established in this work, a multidisciplinary approach is a worthwhile
endeavour in the quest towards a true CPSS.
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Appendix A

System Theory
System theory emerged as a result of several decades of work by scientists, philosophers and
mathematicians in an effort to come up with an exact theory that unifies the many branches
of the scientific enterprise [43]. These efforts were aimed at providing a powerful framework to
understand both natural and human constructed world. The concept of system theory finds its
origin from Aristotle’s descriptive-metaphysical approach to characterise the world. He expressed
the basic tenet of system theory as "The whole is more than the sum of the parts." This was
later replaced by Galileo’s mathematical conception of the world paving the way for modern
scientific methods analysing complex phenomena into elementary particles and processes [245,
43]. In the domains of engineering, natural and social sciences modern efforts to develop a
unified theory competent enough to characterise complex systems can be traced to the early
1920s [143, 43]. The principles of Lotka in 1920 to describe complex biological phenomena,
the works of Defay in 1929 and Schrodinger in 1944 utilising thermodynamics principles to
explore biological systems and the seminal works of Weaver and Shannon in 1949 are among
the prominent efforts to develop a unified system theory[143, 56, 207, 209]. In the year 1955
Ludwig Bertalanffy published a comprehensive theory based on basic ideas he developed in the
1930s which marked the foundation of General System Theory(GST) [244, 245]. Since then,
GST has been advocated by many researchers for it’s comprehensive vision. The philosophical
foundation of GST resides in the notion of "seeing things whole" and "seeing the world as an
interconnected, interdependent field continuous with itself." GST constitutes three basic elements
namely Mathematical system theory, System technology and System philosophy which served to
reconcile competing traditions of system theory. and provide a fully articulated world view.
Thus, it played a pivotal role to provide an intellectual framework capable of unifying the various
domains of empirical understanding [245, 43]. Similar principles of GST were used to explain
different kinds of complex modern systems such as organisations, business systems and various
computational platforms.
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Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
In Recommender systems, data representation techniques play a great role as they have the
power to entangle, hide and reveal explanatory factors embedded within datasets. Hence, they
influence the quality of recommendations. The earliest works in Information Retrieval (IR) and
Natural language processing (NLP) have been using vector space models to represent documents
as a vector of key words [24]. However, such representations offered very limited reduction of description length and had a limited ability to capture inter/intra-document structures. To this end
further techniques have been developed to tackle the curse of dimensionality by capturing hidden semantic structures in document modeling. In 2003 an unsupervised generative probabilistic
model called Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) was proposed [25]. LDA demonstrated superiority over the other models used at that time. Following this Latent variable models became
widely accepted strategies to make inference about hidden semantic relationship between variables. Particularly in the domain of Recommendation Systems, LDA has been applied on several
tasks such as online courses recommendation [17], personalized hashtag recommendation [286],
scientific paper recommendation [14], similar TV user grouping and TV program recommendation [191]. LDA has been proven to be successful over several recommendation tasks. Hence, in
our work we utilised LDA to exploit hidden semantic similarities for the task of recommendation
in the first case study.
In"LDA" the meaning of each word defines the concept as follows. Latent refers to everything
that we don’t know a priori and are hidden in the data. Dirichlet is the distribution of topics
in documents and distribution of words in the topic. In other words it is a ‘distribution of
distributions’. Allocation means that once we have Dirichlet, we will allocate topics to the
documents and words of the document to topics. The intuition behind LDA is that documents
are represented as random mixtures over latent topics, where each topic is characterised by a
distribution over words.
The LDA model is represented as a probabilistic graphical model in Figure B.1. α is the
per-document topic distribution, β is the per-topic word distribution, θ is the topic distribution
for a document d, ϕ is the word distribution for the topic K and z the topic for the nth word
in the document d and finally, W is a word. In LDA, each topic is a Multinomial distribution
over the vocabulary in the collection of documents. To represent a topic, only the top-n words
are considered based on their probability.
The procedure of building LDA model is explained as follows:
• Pre-processing: we construct a collection of documents that contain detailed textual description.
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Figure B.1: Latent Dirichlet Allocation plate diagram
• Initialization:
1. We assume there is a defined number of topics k in the collection of documents
2. Attribute a topic to each word W in the collection of documents where θi ∼ Dir(α)
with i ∈ {1, ..., M } and Dir(α) is a Dirichlet distribution. This initializes a topic
model.
• Learning:
1. We assume that the topic assigned to a word W is wrong but that all the others are correct which consists in computing the conditional probabilities p(topic t | document d)
(probability that the document d is assigned to the topic t) and p(word w | topic t)
(probability that the topic t is assigned to the word w)
2. We update the topic of the document which is now the topic that has the highest probability to be assigned to this document (p(topic t | document d) · p(word w | topic t))
Once the LDA model is trained over the entire corpus we get a matrix of documents by topics
which expresses latent topic distribution of each document. This can be leveraged to compute
semantic similarities for a recommendation task.
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Types of Recommender System
C.1

Content-Based Recommender Systems

The main idea of content based (CB) recommendation is utilising the contents of items and
finding the similarities among them. These type of recommender systems try to match users
to items that are similar to what they have liked in the past. This similarity is not necessarily
based on rating correlations across users but on the basis of the attributes of the objects liked
by the user. After analyzing sufficient numbers of items that one user has already shown favor
to, the user interests profile is established. Then the RS could search the database and choose
proper items according to this profile [159]. The main challenge of these type of recommender
systems is identifying preference of users merely based on contents (attributes of the objects) of
items.

C.2

Collaborative Filtering Recommender Systems

Collaborative filtering (CF) approaches are one of the most influential recommendation algorithms in many web services. This type of recommenation is based on the assumption that users
who have rated the same items with similar ratings are likely to have similar preferences (likeminded users). Generally the underlying assumption is that if a person A has the same opinion
as a person B on an issue, A is more likely to have B’s opinion on a different issue than that of
a randomly chosen person [30]. CF methods can be classified into two categories Memory-Based
and Model-Based [89] depending on the type of implementation. Memory-based method directly
assess the database to make recommendations, while model-based method uses the transaction
data to create a model that can generate recommendation [27]. By accessing directly to database,
memory-based method is adaptive to data changes, but requires large computational time according to the data size. As for model-based method, it has a constant computing time regardless
the size of the data but not adaptive to data changes [4].
CF approaches often suffer from three problems: cold start, scalability, and sparsity [204].
• Cold start: For a new user or item, there isn’t enough data to make accurate recommendations.
• Scalability: In many of the environments in which these systems make recommendations,
there are millions of users and products. Thus, a large amount of computation power is
often necessary to calculate recommendations.
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• Sparsity: The number of items sold on major e-commerce sites is extremely large. The
most active users will only have rated a small subset of the overall database. Thus, even
the most popular items have very few ratings.
Figure C.1 illustrates a comparison of CB and CF recommendation strategies. [Source]14 .

Figure C.1: Content based filtering vs Collaborative filtering

C.3

Hybrid Recommender Systems

Hybrid recommender systems are used either to leverage the power of multiple data sources or
to improve the performance of existing recommender systems within a particular data modality [135]. hybrid recommender systems are divided into three categories (monolithic hybrid
recommendation, parallel hybrid recommendation, and pipeline hybrid recommendation) [33].
Monolithic hybrid recommendation is a hybrid recommendation method that integrates several
recommendation strategies into one algorithm [109]. The remaining two hybrid recommendations
require at least two different recommendation methods and then combine them. According to
the input, the parallel hybrid recommendation operates independently of each other, respectively
generating a recommendation list, and then the output data is combined into the final recommendation set. The pipeline hybrid recommendation connects multiple recommender systems in
pipelined architecture, with the output of the previous recommender system becoming the input
portion of the latter recommender system. Of course, the latter recommendation unit can also
choose to use part of the original input data. An important motivation for the construction of
hybrid recommender systems is that different types of recommender systems, such as collaborative filtering- based, content-based methods, have different strengths and weaknesses. Some
recommender systems work more effectively at cold start, whereas other work more effectively
when sufficient data are available [160].

C.4

Evolution of Recommender systems

Although classical RSs are applied in many real systems there are several problems that need to
be addressed; such as cold-start problem (when there is no information available about new users
14
https://www.kdnuggets.com/2019/11/content-based-recommender-using-natural-language-processingnlp.html
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or new items), data sparsity problem, and especially data scarcity problem since in some cases
users are not willing to provide their opinions on items. To this regard different approaches have
been proposed to mitigate such challenges and boost the performance of traditional recommender
systems. Semantic technologies are among the recently explored domains in this field. For instance, in [232] a semantic model was developed for recommender systems, especially to alleviate
the sparsity and scarcity problems. Furthermore in recent years the revolutionary advances of
Deep learning in speech recognition, image analysis, and natural language processing has become
a hotspot research topics in artificial intelligence and has been applied to recommender system.
Recent research works show that the application of deep learning techniques in recommender
systems were able to effectively capture the non-linear and non-trivial user-item relationships
and enables the codification of more complex abstractions as data representations [42, 258].
Due to the wide spectrum of application ares and the increasing diversity and complexity of
services several approaches for modern RSs have been developed. we provide a list of the main
ones that exist in modern RS research.
• Neighborhood-Based Collaborative Filtering [10]
• Model-Based Collaborative Filtering[9]
• Knowledge-Based Recommender Systems[8]
• Ensemble-Based and Hybrid Recommender Systems[7]
• Context-aware Recommender Systems [5]
• Social and Trust-Centric Recommender Systems[11]
• Attack-Resistant Recommender Systems[6]
• Semantic based Recommender Systems [54]
• Deeplearning based Recommender Systems[283]
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Multi-Objective Optimisation
As discussed in the general introduction the personalisation task in CPSS context is of a multiobjective optimisation nature as it tries to satisfy multiple goals in parallel. Hence, in this section
we present a brief introduction of multi-objective optimisation.
Multi-objective optimisation (MOO) refers to finding the optimal solution values of more
than one desired goals. Mathematically, the equations of the MOO problem can be written as
follows (Ehrgott [71]):
min/max f1 (x), f2 (x), ..., fn (x); x ∈ U

(D.1)

where x is solution, n is the number of objective functions, U is feasible set, fn (x) is nth objective
function, and min/max is combined object operations. In the MOO, there is a multi-dimensional
space of the objective function vector and the decision variable space of the solution vector. In
every x solution in the decision variable space there is a point on the objective function space.
In general resolution methods for MOO methods can be broadly decomposed into two categories namely Scalarization approaches and Pareto approaches [55, 93]. In the following we
explain the two resolution methods.

D.1

Pareto method

The Pareto method is used if the desired solutions and performance indicators are separate and
produce a compromise solution (tradeoff) and can be displayed in the form of Pareto optimal
front (POF). The Pareto method typically uses the concept of dominance to distinguish between
inferior and non-inferior solutions. Mathematically, the MOO problem using the Pareto method
can be written as follows:
f1,opt

= min f1 (x)

f2,opt

= min f2 (x)
.
.
.

fn,opt = min fn (x)
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The Pareto method keeps the elements of the solution vectors separate (independent) during
optimisation and the concept of dominance is there to differentiate the dominated and nondominated solutions. The dominance solution and optimal value in MOO are usually achieved
when one objective function cannot increase without reducing the other objective function. This
condition is called Pareto optimality. The set of optimal solutions in MOO is called Pareto
optimal solution.

D.2

Scalarization method

In Scalerization method the multi-objective problem is solved by translating it back to a single
(or a series of) single objective, scalar problems. This requires the formation of an overarching
objective function which contains contributions from the sub-objectives. The formation of the
aggregate objective function requires that the preferences or weights between objectives are
assigned apriori, i.e. before the results of the optimisation process are known.
The scalarization method incorporates multi-objective functions into scalar fitness function
as in the following equation (Murata et al. [163]):
F (x) = w1 f1 (x) + w2 f2 (x) + ...wn fn (x)

(D.3)

The weight of an objective function will determine the solution of the fitness function and
show the performance priority (Dodgson et al. [64]). This entails that the larger the weight
given to an objective the higher its priority. This approach in particular is useful for a multistakeholder aware personalisation task as priorities of objectives are predefined according to the
context.
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Explainability of recommendations by
the painting LDA model
In figure E.1 we present two paintings15 . The painting in (E.1.b) is the most similar painting to
the painting E.1.a) based on our LDA topic model. We observe in figure E.1.c and E.1.d that
their topic distribution is very similar and one particular topic stands out; topic 8. The fact that
this topic stands out from the others for these paintings implies that the words found in this
topic are more likely to be found in the paintings descriptions than the words from the other
topics.

Figure E.1: Explainability of recommendations by LDA

15

These paintings are available under Creative Commons License
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Topic 0

Topic 5

Topic 8

LANDSCAPE

PARIS

CHRIST

SCENE

LIGHT

SAINT

VIEW

FORM

ALTARPIECE

17th C LANDSCAPE

COLOUR

PANEL

PEASANT

SKETCH

JESUS

DUTCH

STUDIO

NEW TESTAMENT

LANDSCAPE OIL

FLOWER

EVANGELIST

TREE

COMPOSITION

CROSS

TOWN

STUDY

CHURCH

RIVER

19th CENTURY LANDSCAPE

CRUCIFICATION

Table E.1: Description of three topics
When we have a closer look at the topics descriptions in Table E.1, we can see that the topic
8 is very well defined as it is obvious that there is a coherence between the words that are used.
In fact, topic 8 can be described as the "christian" topic since many of the words in this topic
are usually found in christian corpora. When we look at the paintings, it is obvious that there
are many references to Christianity and therefore, we can assume that their descriptions contain
vocabulary that refers to a religious context. On the other hand, when we look at the descriptions
of topics 0 and 5, what is interesting is that the words found in these topics do not seem to share
the same semantic at first sight. However, the underlying intuition behind LDA is that words
are in the same topics because they are frequently found together and therefore, they are used in
a same context. Thus, words "Paris" and "flower" found in the topic 5 that do not seem to have
any obvious relation are nonetheless in the same topic because many paintings descriptions in our
data set describe Paris and flowers together. LDA is able to find relations between words and at
a broader extent, paintings that are not always obvious to us but explainable. Therefore for the
task of recommendation using LDA we can easily identify prominent topics and reason out shared
semantics among recommendations in order to help users better understand recommendations. In
our experiment we offered explanations to users as a word cloud of prominent concepts (i.e. topics
extracted with LDA) shared among the recommendations matching their personal preferences.
Fig. E.2 is an example of interest word cloud.

Figure E.2: Example of interest word cloud
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Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a type of machine learning technique that enables an agent to
learn in an interactive environment by trial and error using feedback from its own actions and
experiences. It formalises the idea that rewarding or punishing an agent for its behaviour makes
it more likely to repeat or forego that behaviour in the future. The main characters of RL are the
agent and the environment. The environment is the world that the agent lives in and interacts
with. At every step of interaction, the agent sees a (possibly partial) observation of the state
of the world, and then decides on an action to take. The environment changes when the agent
acts on it, but may also change on its own. The agent also perceives a reward signal from the
environment, a number that tells it how good or bad the current world state is. The goal of the
agent is to maximise its cumulative reward.
A basic RL problem can be formulated using the following key concepts
• Environment: Physical world in which the agent operates.
• State: Current situation of the agent.
• Reward: Feedback from the environment.
• Policy: Method to map agent’s state to actions.
• Value: Future reward that an agent would receive by taking an action in a particular state.
Figure F.1 illustrates the schematics of the different components in classical RL.
RL is an actively evolving research field and different variations of RL algorithms are continuously being developed. Hence, It is quite hard to draw an accurate and all-encompassing
taxonomy of algorithms in the modern RL space. In figure F.2 we present a non-exhaustive, but
useful taxonomy of algorithms in modern RL as defined by OpenAI 16 .
In general there are two major classes of RL algorithms namely model based and model free.
• Model Based: In Model-Based RL, the agent has access to a model of the environment.
It uses transition function and the reward function in order to estimate the optimal policy.
16

https://spinningup.openai.com
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Figure F.1: Reinforcement Learning( Sutton et al. [230])
• Model Free: In Model-Free RL, the agent does not have access to a model of the environment. (i.e. a function which predicts state transition and rewards) instead it learns a
policy directly using algorithms like Q-learning or policy gradient.

Figure F.2: Reinforcement Learning taxonomy
The advances made in the landscape of RL algorithms have recently enjoyed a wide variety
of successes. Recently a novel artificial agent called deep Q-network (DQN) was proposed in
the work of Mnih et al. 2017 [156] resorting neural networks. DQN can learn successful policies
directly from high-dimensional sensory inputs using end-to-end reinforcement learning. It has
been tested over various complicated tasks and was able to surpass the performance of all previous
algorithms [214, 215]. It has also enabled the creation of “AlphaGO";which is to date considered
as one of the greatest breakthroughs in artificial intelligence that was able to beat the world’s
most diligent and deeply intelligent human brains [44]. This and other recent successes such as
“ÀlphaStar" [19] demonstrate the potential of DQN, to build intelligent agents by giving them
the freedom to learn by exploring their environment. Inspired by this works we resort DQN
along with the RL formulation [259, 230] for the task of adaptation in our second case study.
DQN is a branch of Q-learning which is a class of model free RL algorithms. In the following we
present a brief introduction on Q-learning and Deep Q-learning.
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F.1. Q-learning

F.1

Q-learning

Q-learning is a model-free RL algorithm to learn the value of an action in a particular state. The
mind of the agent in Q-learning is a table called Q-table with the rows as the state or observation
of the agent from the environment and the columns as the actions to take. Each of the cells
of the table will be filled with a value called Q-value which is the value that an action brings
considering the state it is in. The central idea of Q-learning is that the Q-table guides the agent
to take the best action which has the highest Q-value. A Q-table is initialised to zeros. Then,
at each time t the agent selects an action at , observes a reward rt , enters a new state st+1 (that
may depend on both the previous state st and the selected action. Q-values are then updated
using the bellman equation as a simple value iteration update.

Figure F.3: Q-table update

Figure F.4: An example of Q-table

F.2

Deep Q-Learning (DQN)

Q-learning is a simple yet quite powerful algorithm. However, the amount of memory required
to save and update that table would increase as the number of states increases and the amount
of time required to explore each state to create the required Q-table would be unrealistic. To
this end the idea of using a neural network to approximate Q-values was proposed [157] which
led to Deep Q-learning (DQN). In DQN the state is given as the input and the Q-value of all
possible actions is generated as the output . The only difference between Q-learning and DQN is
the agent’s brain. The agent’s brain in Q-learning is the Q-table, but in DQN the agent’s brain
is a deep neural network. Figure F.5 illustrates the schematic of Deep reinforcement learning.
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Appendix F. Reinforcement Learning

Figure F.5: Deep reinforcement learning
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Abstract
The notion of Cyber-Physical-Social system (CPSS) is an emerging concept developed as a
result of the need to understand the impact of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) on humans and
vice versa. The concept of CPSS has been around for over a decade now, and it has gained
increasing attention over the past few years. Nevertheless, its conceptualisation has always been
use-case dependent and there is no generic view as most works focus on specific domains of
application. Despite the notion that CPSS is still in its infancy, the evolution to incorporate
human aspects in the CPS research has unlocked many research challenges. CPSS environments
are often regarded as physical and virtual places of interaction that humans and sensor-enabled
smart devices cohabitate. Thus, the social aspect is tightly coined with the presence of a human
in the vicinity of the so-called smart devices either serving as a source of information or consuming
a service. The prominent aim of this paradigm shift is to ultimately ensure a seamless humanmachine interaction experience. Hence, the newly introduced social part largely resides in how
machines perceive and respond to humans’ interaction responses. This constitutes complex
emotional, cognitive and behavioural facets. However, none of the existing works provides a
comprehensive representation of such aspects. It is also evident that the evolution towards
a more and more pervasiveness of technology is gradually increasing the complexity of CPSS
environments. Especially since the rationale behind the CPSS paradigm is to bring humans to
the centre of the interaction experience, system designs should carefully address various aspects
of social dynamics. Nevertheless, ensuring a seamless experience in such a context is not a
trivial task. Particularly because it is often a subjective experience that is largely influenced
by individual preferences, interests, needs and capabilities varying from one person to another.
This plays a crucial role in determining users’ quality of experience. Additionally, the actions
and behaviours of people within a CPSS are also reflections of their unique personalities shaped
over time through personal experiences, knowledge, and different environmental factors that are
not yet fully understood. Therefore, recognising personal preferences, interests, limitations and
opportunities of individuals become one of the necessities to ensure a seamless interaction within
a CPSS. This positions the notion of personalisation at the heart of the CPSS paradigm. In this
context the objective of the thesis is primary to provide a theoretical contribution in formalising
the concept of CPSS, thereby establishing a domain-independent understanding of the paradigm.
Subsequently, to propose a novel personalisation approach in the context of CPSS by taking into
account the overall systemic complexities which is not the case of current approaches. Finally to
evaluate the proposed approach in selected case studies.

Keywords: Cyber-Physical-Social System, Cyber-Physical System, Systematic Literature Review, System-of-Systems, Meta-model, Personalisation, Recommendation, Adaptation.
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Personnalisation dans les systèmes Cyber-Sociaux Physiques
La notion de système cyber-physique (CPS) a été initialement dérivée d'une perspective
d'ingénierie avec le soutien de la National Science Foundation (NSF) des États-Unis [124, 94].
L'objectif d'un CPS contrôlait et surveillait principalement les environnements et phénomènes
physiques via le l'intégration de dispositifs de détection, de calcul et d'actionnement.
Parallèlement, la notion d'Internet de Things (IoT) qui trouve son origine à la fin des années
19901 a décollé avec le soutien de l'Union européenne Commission, comme paradigme dans la
perspective de l'informatique [92]. L'émergence de l'IoT a joué un rôle essentiel pour
l'orchestration des systèmes physiques et cyber avec le objectif de connecter des outils et des
équipements électroniques à Internet et de développer un réseau de ordinateurs et objets. Malgré
leur différence philosophique initiale, l'IoT et le CPS partagent de nombreux similitudes par
conséquent, ils ont été utilisés parfois de manière interchangeable sans une démarcation
clairement définie [112].
Il y a cependant une différence fondamentale qu'il convient de souligner : le fait qu'un CPS se
réfère explicitement à un type particulier de systèmes, tandis que l'IoT se réfère en même temps à
le concept, le système formé par tous les objets connectés et un système particulier d'objets
interconnectés. En tant que système, un CPS collecte et contrôle généralement des informations
sur les phénomènes du monde physique à travers des réseaux de dispositifs interconnectés, afin
d'atteindre son objectif [126]. Dans le développement des deux paradigmes, les humains étaient à
l'origine supposés comme externes entités interagissant avec ces systèmes.
Au fil des ans, la popularité croissante des appareils intelligents et leur rôle important dans le
la vie quotidienne de leurs utilisateurs a conduit les systèmes basés sur CPS à considérer les
humains comme des sources à multiples facettes
d'informations (c'est-à-dire des capteurs humains)[253, 229]. Des études de recherche ultérieures
ont alors commencé à incorporer les humains dans la recherche CPS. Cette tendance en
particulier a révélé l'importance de la centralité des humains pour le développement du CPS qui a
ensuite été reconnu par le paradigme Humanin-the-Loop (HitL) CPS [177, 224, 161], où les
humains sont des acteurs intrinsèques de la système. Suite à cela, différents chercheurs ont

préconisé l'ajout d'une composante sociale comme un proposition logique d'intégrer
formellement les aspects humains dans le domaine des CPS. Dans le passé décennie, différents
chercheurs ont utilisé différentes terminologies pour désigner l'intégration de l'humain
dans le CPS projetant différentes conceptualisations dans divers domaines. De plus, le
besoin de comprendre l'impact du CPS sur les humains et vice versa a progressivement ouvert la
voie à la fondation d'un nouveau paradigme : le Système Cyber-Physique-Social (CPSS)[246,
81]. Même si la notion de CPSS a été adoptée par de nombreux chercheurs, il n'existe pas de
définition unifiée et compréhension commune du concept. De plus, le sens exact et la portée de
la partie diffère selon les travaux actuels et les domaines d'application.
En particulier, le rationnel du changement de paradigme du CPS au CPSS peut être considéré
comme un des moyens de rendre les interactions avec les appareils CPS plus anthropomorphes
grâce à l'ajout de une composante sociale. Par conséquent, la partie « sociale » a un sens plus
large lié à des aspects émotionnels, cognitifs et comportementaux. Ceux-ci sont considérés
comme les trois couches de l'homme
réponses d'interaction [174, 175, 189, 83]. Bien que nous nous concentrions sur l'interaction
homme-CPS, il est à noter que les interactions CPS peuvent également être avec des entités non
humaines. Par exemple CPS pour les soins aux animaux [185], CPS pour les cultures et le
jardinage[227], etc. spectre complet de l'aspect social dans CPSS signifie essentiellement
modifier la conception des machines inspiré des traits sociaux qui permet à CPS de détecter, de
raisonner et de s'adapter aux différents besoins de les entités en interaction.
Néanmoins, aujourd'hui, les conceptualisations communément adoptées du CPSS ne parviennent
pas à saisir de telles.
caractéristiques de la dimension sociale. Dans la littérature, la partie sociale est simplement
associée à la présence humaine à proximité du CPS. Par exemple, dans les travaux de Ganti et al.
[81] le social une partie résume seulement le fait que les humains étaient considérés comme des
sources d'information. Sur le d'autre part, les ouvrages marquants de [212, 37, 152] caractérisent
l'aspect social par les activités de Utilisateurs liés sur les réseaux sociaux à l'aide de CPS. Il est
également évident que l'évolution vers une l'ubiquité de la technologie augmente
progressivement la complexité des environnements CPSS [281, 53]. Dans un CPSS, les
personnes interagissent entre elles ainsi qu'avec différents types d'appareils et des robots qui

offrent une variété de services. D'autant plus que le but ultime du CPSS paradigme dans un tel
contexte est de mettre l'humain au centre de l'interaction, les conceptions des systèmes devrait
soigneusement aborder divers aspects de la dynamique sociale, y compris les aspects
émotionnels, cognitifs et comportemental [266, 268, 270]. Cependant, assurer une interaction
transparente dans un tel contexte n'est pas une tâche triviale. D'autant plus qu'il s'agit souvent
d'une expérience subjective largement influencée par les préférences individuelles, les intérêts,
les besoins et les capacités variant d'une personne à l'autre [104, 178]. Cela joue un rôle crucial
dans la détermination de la qualité de l'expérience utilisateur [171, 233, 104, 178].
De plus, les actions et les comportements des personnes au sein d'un CPSS sont également le
reflet de leurs personnalités uniques qui se forment au fil du temps à travers des expériences
personnelles, des connaissances et divers facteurs environnementaux qui ne sont pas encore
entièrement compris [117, 105, 171, 166]. Par conséquent, reconnaissez les préférences
personnelles, les intérêts ainsi que les limites et les opportunités à mesure que le handicap, les
connaissances et les compétences des individus deviennent l'une des nécessités pour assurer
expérience homogène au sein d'un CPSS. Cela place la notion de personnalisation au cœur
du paradigme CPSS, si l'on considère que les interactions, notamment entre CPS et entités,
doivent être adaptées à chaque individu humain et donc personnalisées. Dans le cadre de de cette
thèse, nous argumentons et montrons enfin que l'introduction de la personnalisation dans Le
CPSS ouvre des opportunités pour mieux intégrer des aspects sociaux moins reconnus et
améliorer expérience utilisateur.
La personnalisation en elle-même est un domaine de recherche relativement plus ancien
remontant à la fin des années 1990. Thé la notion de personnalisation, qui est largement connue
sous le nom de personnalisation, fait référence à l'adaptation d'un service ou un produit d'une
manière qui correspond aux préférences, à la cognition, aux besoins ou aux capacités d'individus
spécifiques dans un contexte donné [116]. Au fil des années, les avancées technologiques dans
les applications Web, en ligne marketing et un lien étroit entre les humains et les appareils
intelligents a révolutionné le besoin de prestations personnalisées. Les assistants virtuels sur des
appareils tels que Alexa, Siri et Cortana, les chatbots, les recommandations en ligne pour le
commerce électronique et le divertissement sont parmi les domaines populaires où la
personnalisation virtuelle a pris de l'ampleur. Contrairement au cas de la personnalisation

virtuelle, dans un contexte CPSS, les personnes évoluent dans un espace physique avec d'autres
personnes et dispositifs, chacun ayant son propre objectif. Cela ajoute plus de propriétés et de
variables dynamiques à considéré [270]. L'espace physique en lui-même a un but donné,
appelant à des comportements des personnes à l'intérieur. Cependant, les gens ne sont pas
toujours tolérants à suivre les règles si ils ne sont pas alignés sur leurs préférences. Par
conséquent, la complexité du comportement humain ainsi avec les objectifs multiples des entités
coexistantes et les facteurs environnementaux rendent la tâche de personnalisation en CPSS
assez complexe. Nous avons également observé qu'il n'existe toujours pas de données fiables
approches pour modéliser harmonieusement toute la complexité de la partie sociale avec le cyber
et physique [274, 275]. Ainsi, afin de bénéficier au CPSS en termes de personnalisation et en
termes de prendre conscience des aspects sociaux, il est nécessaire d'adopter des approches
efficaces s'attaquant à toute la complexité de la problème.
Dans ce contexte, la thèse vise tout d'abord à fournir une image à jour des perspectives de l'état
de l'art du CPSS. Pour répondre aux questions sur la définition d'un CPSS ? Comment le social
dimension humaine (c'est-à-dire l'aspect humain) est conceptualisée dans la recherche actuelle du
CPSS? Quels sont les domaines d'application du CPSS ? Quels sont les principaux enjeux et
défis de la recherche actuelle du CPSS?
(principalement en raison de l'implication active de l'homme). La thèse aborde d'abord ces
questions en positionnant sa base scientifique sur des informations et des principes issus d'une
littérature systématique. Révision (SLR). Par la suite la thèse cherche à formaliser le concept de
Cyber-Physico-Social Système basé sur les conclusions du SLR. Il s'agit principalement d'établir
un modèle générique et compréhension indépendante du domaine du CPSS. Deuxièmement, la
formalisation vise à refléter une approche plus caractérisation complète des aspects sociaux dans
la conception du CPSS.
Sur la base des bases établies à travers la formalisation du CPSS, la thèse se poursuit ensuite
la personnalisation comme une direction réalisable pour atteindre les aspects sociaux dans la
conception et la mise en œuvre Environnements CPSS. Par conséquent, il offre une approche de

personnalisation dans CPSS qui aborde conjointement les défis de la personnalisation et les
complexités découlant des environnements CPSS.
L'aspect pratique de l'approche proposée est illustré par deux études de cas indépendantes. Le
premier on présente une recommandation et un accompagnement personnalisés dans le cadre
d'une exposition intelligente domaines où comme le second présente l'adaptation de robots
collaboratifs (Cobots) dans le contexte réglage d'atelier intelligent. Intrinsèquement, la tâche de
personnalisation dans le contexte du CPSS est de nature d'optimisation multi-objectifs car elle
tente d'atteindre différents objectifs en parallèle et rend le meilleur compromis possible. En
particulier, nous émettons l'hypothèse que l'approche proposée l'introduction de la
personnalisation dans le CPSS ouvre de nouvelles perspectives et contribue à la fois dans les
domaines du CPSS, et des systèmes de personnalisation/modélisation/recommandation des
utilisateurs où les applications au monde physique se sont développées.

